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“Teach Students to Make Observations in the Field” 
 

Training Sheet 
 

  
  

1.       Watch this training video to get a broad overview (20 minutes): 

http://beetlesproject.org/resources/for-program-leaders/making-observations/#1447712354627-c33c4e54-d5ce 

“I notice...” (senses); “I wonder...” (questions/ reverence); “It reminds me of...” (connectedness) -- key activity 

2.       Watch this video (right margin of linked content, below) that further demonstrates the activity (6 minutes): 

 http://beetlesproject.org/resources/for-field-instructors/notice-wonder-reminds/ 

3.       Field card – print this card and study it. The teacher takes this card into the field with students to lead the “I 
notice...; I wonder...; It reminds me of...” activity, which will quickly become a routine. 

http://beetlesproject.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Field-Card.pdf 

4.       Read the explanation of the activity in more depth here in the Instructor’s guide: 

http://beetlesproject.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/I-Notice-I-Wonder-It-Reminds-Me-Of.pdf 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Incorporate the training 
The “training of teachers” script found in the overview training video link above is explained in this pdf: 

http://beetlesproject.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Making-Observations.pdf 

While you don’t need to read all of this, please read page 8, numbers 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, and 20 for very simple but 
effective sensory activities that will help your students gain more focused observations in nature. 

Hand lenses.  Numbers 21-27 train teachers to help students properly use hand lenses. Download the instructor 
guide and click on the embedded video, both included here: 

http://beetlesproject.org/resources/for-field-instructors/hand-lens-intro/ 

 
 

Resources from the BEETLES™ program of The Lawrence Hall of Science at the University of California, Berkeley 

 

http://beetlesproject.org/resources/for-program-leaders/making-observations/#1447712354627-c33c4e54-d5ce
http://beetlesproject.org/resources/for-field-instructors/notice-wonder-reminds/
http://beetlesproject.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Field-Card.pdf
http://beetlesproject.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/I-Notice-I-Wonder-It-Reminds-Me-Of.pdf
http://beetlesproject.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Making-Observations.pdf
http://beetlesproject.org/resources/for-field-instructors/hand-lens-intro/
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Grade 1 Science 
I. General Nature Study - Overview & Preparation 

 

Suggested time given to teach Science by grade level: 

K-2 Minimum 2 times per week (45 minutes to 1 hour, each). In addition, read a brief life of a 
scientist, Catholic scientist or excellent nonfiction science tradebook. 

Nature Poems: Please use poems from the Diocese of Marquette Anthology of Poetry and Prose, 
Volume 1 as often as possible. Some of these poems are listed in the units.  

In addition, please consider using the daily poems in Sing a Song of Seasons: A Nature Poem for Each 
Day of the Year by F. Water and F. Preston-Gannon. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0RsU_mOAHM  

Science Biographies: Read out loud at least one biography of a naturalist/scientist per month and 

discuss the wonder, reverence, and beauty these scientists and naturalists found in God’s creation, 
nature. Discuss how these scientists and naturalists have served others through their work.  

A list of biographies is included below; not all have been reviewed for developmental appropriateness.  

 

Biographies of Scientists 

Read out loud at least one biography of a naturalist/scientist per month and discuss the wonder, reverence, 
and beauty these scientists and naturalists found in God’s creation, nature. Also, discuss how these scientists 
and naturalists have served others through their work. This list is shared with grades 1-5. 

Out of School and Into Nature by Suzanne Slade  (The Anna Comstock Story/Nature study) 

Planting the Trees of Kenya: The Story of Wangari Maathai by Claire Nivola  

A Weed Is a Flower: The Life of George Washington Carver by Aliki  

John Muir: America’s Naturalist by Thomas Locker 

The Girl Who Drew Butterflies, How Maria Merian’s Art Changed Science by Joyce Sidman  

The Tree Lady: The True Story of How One Tree Loving Woman Changed a City Forever by H. Joseph Hopkins 

Small Wonders by Matthew Clark Smith  (about Jean Henri Fabre/Insects) 

Blockhead: The Life of Fibonacci by Joseph D'Agnese, Hardcover  

The Friar Who Grew Peas, Fr. Gregor Mendel by Cheryl Bardoe 

Rachel Carson: Preserving a Sense of Wonder by Thomas Locker (about Rachel Carson/Environment) 

Rachel Carson and Her Book That Changed the World by Laurie Lawlor 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0RsU_mOAHM
https://www.amazon.com/Blockhead-Life-Fibonacci-Joseph-DAgnese/dp/0805063056/ref=pd_bxgy_3/144-9715695-9217206?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=0805063056&pd_rd_r=a119801f-2396-4c5e-9ba3-d3d022c8a10d&pd_rd_w=DSyFm&pd_rd_wg=8HaEh&pf_rd_p=fd08095f-55ff-4a15-9b49-4a1a719225a9&pf_rd_r=0M03FDMAS94F1KE77R5M&psc=1&refRID=0M03FDMAS94F1KE77R5M
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Seeds of Change: Wangari’s Gift to the World by Jen Fullerton Johnson 

Into the Woods: John James Audubon by Robert Burleigh 

The Boy Who Drew Birds: A Story of John James Audubon by Jacqueline Davies 

Uncovering Plate Tectonics by Greg Young  (Alfred Wegener)  ISBN 978-0-7439-0560-2 

 The Girl Who Could Dance in Outer Space by Maya Cointreau (Mae Jemison/Space Flight) 

Maria Mitchell - The Soul of an Astronomer by Beatrice Gormley 

Neo Leo: The Ageless Ideas of Leonardo da Vinci by Gene Baretta 

Black Pioneers of Science and Invention by Louis Haber  ISBN 0152085661 

Five Brilliant Scientists by Lynda Jones  ISBN 0590480316 

Great Scientists by Jacqueline Fortey  ISBN 978-0-7566-2974-8 

Snowflake Bentley by Jacqueline Briggs Martin 

Shark Lady: The True Story of How Eugenie Clark Became the Ocean's Most Fearless Scientist by Jess Keating 

Swimming with Sharks: The Daring Discoveries of Eugenie Clark by Heather Lang 

The Brilliant Deep: Rebuilding the World’s Coral Reefs by Kate Messner 

Life in the Ocean: The Story of Oceanographer Sylvia Earle by Claire A. Nivola 

The Fantastic Undersea Life of Jacques Cousteau by Dan Yaccarino 

Marie Curie by Kathleen Krull  ISBN 978-0-670-05894-5 

Marie Curie by Philip Steele  ISBN 978-1-4263-0249-7 

Recommended Classroom Poetry Books  

Diocese of Marquette Anthology of Poetry and Prose, Volumes 1-3  

Sing a Song of Seasons: A Nature Poem for Each Day of the Year selected by Fiona Waters, illustrated by Frann 
Preston-Gannon  

In addition, a supplemental poetry list has been included in your binder. 
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Four General Areas: Background of the Grade 1 Science Curriculum  

Please familiarize yourself well with the following four general areas of the elementary science curriculum: 
General Objectives, General Skills, Integration of Studies, and Teacher Orientation: Nature Studies. 

 

1) General Objectives in elementary science classes, Grades 1-5 
 

The overall objective of instruction is that the student come to know, wonder about and understand nature as 
real and as a gift to reverence.  

We begin by discovering things in nature that really exist, that have real being, and we come to know them 
through our senses. We take time to really “see” these beings; we observe closely with all our senses and we 
wonder (ask questions) and reflect on relations. 

We teach about real living organisms in nature and learn about their structures and functions, life cycles, 
offspring, habitats and ecosystems by beginning with each organism itself as a whole. 

Success in our approach results from field work that takes place outdoors in nature; we observe real organisms 
outside. While indoors, we continue observing real organisms by using terrariums, aquariums, ant farms, plant 
boxes, etc. With an attitude of reverence (considering other beings as gifts to receive) we observe, wonder, ask 
questions, record, analyze, see connections, classify and order.  

The abilities to understand, classify and order involve seeing relations between beings.  
 

We recognize that “relation” includes such things as connectedness (“It reminds me of…”), time (dates, times 
of day, seasons, sequences), place (geography, habitat, environment), relations that exist between organisms 
(ecosystems, symbiosis, generation -i.e. parent/offspring), relations that exist within organisms (body parts and 
body systems; the body and the body’s soul as its life-giving principle, etc.), and the relation of “knowing” that 
simple existence gives: when a being exists, it is able to be known by another. 
 

We understand the distinction between living and non-living things; we recognize the “form” (also called the 
“soul”) of a living being to be its “animating principle” -- what gives a living thing its life and makes it a whole. 
Living things include plants, non-rational animals and human persons. 

We learn to value nature as a gift from God and be a steward of natural resources. Learning to reverence 
nature, both living and nonliving, prepares one to become a steward of nature.  

Every effort is to be made to incorporate cross curricular touchpoints between science and all subjects 
including religion, math, Latin, literature, geography, health, history, art, music, etc. 

We learn that the Catholic Church has engaged in and supported the study of science throughout history. 

We learn about great experiments, inventions, and scientists’ lives throughout history. 

We learn about the basic properties and utilizations of various substances and materials.  

We learn about basic definitions and principles of energy through experience with common 
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phenomena and materials. 

We learn a basic understanding of climate, soil, rocks and minerals, the water cycle and patterns in 
the earth's physical features. 

We learn a basic understanding of the solar system and the universe. 

We learn to know and understand our human bodies according to our reality as persons, made in the image of 
God and in relation with him at all times and with others.  

We understand our place in relation with God and with all of creation both in humility as one creature among a 
multitude and according to our great dignity as beloved person. 

 

2) General Skills in elementary science classes, Grades 1- 5 
 

The student will: 

Learn to observe with all senses through nature walks. (Nature “walks” include planned, focused activities while 
outside.) 

Learn to appreciate, wonder and ask questions about living organisms and nonliving things in nature as much as 
possible. 

Distinguish easily through experience the differences between living and nonliving things (include technology in 
relation to nonliving things for older students). 

Learn to classify and identify organisms. Regarding classification in biology, we present the classical Linnaean 
taxonomic categories (Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus and Species). 

Use scientific nature journals while studying natural organisms. Each journal entry is to have a clear structure. 

Learn various means of recording, quantifying, analyzing and interpreting data.  

Learn to know the natural and built environments in their neighborhood, to observe the changes happening 
therein, and to know about their home region. 

Learn to obtain information about nature and the environment by observing, investigating and using a variety 
of source materials such as field guides and excellent nonfiction trade books. 

Learn to use simple research tools and to describe, quantify, compare and classify their observations. 

Learn to perform simple scientific investigations and experiments. 

Learn to represent information about the natural environment and its phenomena by different means, 
including models. 

Through observation, learn about the features of the changing of seasons and know how to describe how 
organisms adapt to the different seasons. 

Through experience, understand the transformation of a substance into another substance. 

Learn to care for living things.
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3) Integration of science study with other learning areas 
 

Nature, Creation, God, Scripture, Poetry and Literature, History,  Beauty, Goodness and Truth 

Frequently read poetry with nature themes out loud to your students, if possible related to the organism you 
are studying at the time. Memorize simple stanzas, then recite them while on nature walks. 

Read passages from scripture that relate to nature to help children see creation as good and beautiful and a gift 
from God. (See list in your binder.) Again, simple memorization with recitation while outdoors is encouraged. 

Share beautiful paintings, art and video of nature scenes and particular organisms with students.  

Choose science trade books that have the highest quality illustrations. 

Look for aspects of order and symmetry in the beauty of nature to point out to students. 

Explain how creation is an outward sign of God’s love and goodness. 

Help students understand connections between what we learn in nature study and other areas (i.e. care for 
ourselves and care for nature is inseparable from care for our neighbor). 

Connect the Ruah Woods Theology of the Body material you are studying with the study of all nature and 
creation in science to better understand the human person's unique role in nature and creation as child of God.  

Teach your students through the lives of scientists that scientific knowledge is a call to serve others. 

Teach topics in science from a historical point of view when you are able, such as the development of man's 
efforts at flight, advent of the microscope and other key experiments and discoveries. Plot these on your 
timelines. (Each student should keep a comprehensive working timeline to plot points of interest across all 
subject areas, including those of science.) 

Be comfortable using the term “creation” interchangeably for the term “nature” when appropriate. 
 

4) Teacher Orientation: Prepare for Nature Studies 

***Students should take frequent nature walks and learn as much as possible through a real experience of 
nature. Nature itself should be teaching the children. Plan to take a nature walk outside at least every other 
week during the fall and the spring; weekly is optimal. Nature walks in winter are also encouraged. Winter 
walks bring a fascination all their own and some areas of exploration, such as animal tracking and the hunt for 
the snowshoe hare, are at their best. The following resources assist with fruitful nature walks. Please study 
them carefully.  

Learn About Nature With Anna Comstock 

Anna Comstock’s The Handbook of Nature Study has been provided to all Grade 1 and Grade 2 teachers. It may 
also be found free online at the following link. Rely on this resource that assists with fruitful nature walks:  
 https://archive.org/details/handbookofnature002506mbp/page/n6 

Watch this video you will use to introduce students to Anna Comstock’s method of nature education. A teacher 
reads the children’s book, Out of School and Into Nature: The Anna Comstock Story by Suzanne Slade and 
Jessica Lanan (8 minutes):  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umHVgwzlzM4 

 

https://archive.org/details/handbookofnature002506mbp/page/n6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umHVgwzlzM4
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A brief background video about Anna Comstock’s life and accomplishments for teachers (1:38 minutes): 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_CFkXa-Qs0 

 

The BEETLES™ program developed at University of California, Berkeley, has provided teacher training for 

outdoor nature study. Use the teacher training sheet on page 3 above to learn the basic routine: “I notice… I 
wonder… It reminds me of...” Use this routine with students on every nature walk to begin development of 
the habits of observation, wonder and relation. Students will use this routine during outdoor nature study 
through Grade 5. The BEETLES™ program also offers resource prep for tools students use in the field, below. 
 

Tools Needed for Grade 1 Naturalists  

Prepare to bring along hand lenses (magnifiers). Bring out bug boxes or empty clear plastic “pill” bottles (such 
as containers that cake decorating “sprinkles” are kept in) to place insects inside in order to observe them more 
closely for a time. Some bug boxes feature covers with built in magnifiers (optional; many varieties available): 
https://www.acornnaturalists.com/clear-lucite-magnifying-box-small.html  One or two insect nets enable 
students to collect insects that fly. Clear plastic sandwich sized (or larger) zip baggies are helpful for collecting 
leaves and other specimens to transport back to class. It helps to use field guides when you focus on a 
particular group of organisms: birds, insects, trees, flowers, etc. (Field guides are often best used when back 
inside the classroom while you discuss and work to identify the organisms that students have made 
observations about and recorded “in the field.”) Nature journals that students use to record their nature 
observations through drawings and words are most important, along with pencils attached.  

The Hand Lens. Teacher instructions to help students find and use the “sweet spot” of the hand lens:  
http://beetlesproject.org/resources/for-field-instructors/hand-lens-intro/  

Use this field card (found in your binder) to introduce the use of the hand lens to students in the field: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_CFkXa-Qs0
https://www.acornnaturalists.com/clear-lucite-magnifying-box-small.html
http://beetlesproject.org/resources/for-field-instructors/hand-lens-intro/
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The Nature Journal.  “Used strategically, journaling can help students to observe deeply and to engage in other 
science practices and critical habits such as simply paying attention to their surroundings” (BEETLES™). Journals 
also provide an invaluable venue for student reflection, which leads to our goal of reverence for creation. 

Nature journals can be as simple as a few sheets of paper folded and bound at the center with staples, or 
reserve class notebooks or art pads for the purpose of nature journaling. You may wish to use journals that 
contain drawing or watercolor weight paper if you plan to record some of your observations as Anna Comstock 
did -- with ink and/or color. Combine the science of nature study with the beauty of art: they go hand in hand! 

Even at the youngest primary grade levels, journaling is an important feature of the nature walk and follow up 
activities. It is flexible and open to each student’s abilities to record by drawing and/or written words. 
Recording helps students focus and see nature in a new way, and process what they are seeing.  

Here is a great free resource for big ideas - How to Teach Nature Journaling by John Muir Laws & Emilie Lygren:  
https://johnmuirlaws.com/journaling-curriculum/  

Here is a simple plan for student journal entries:  

Prepare Nature Journals for Nature Walks 

Establish a plan for setting up student nature journals that works for your class. Model setting up a page in your 
nature journal as the students follow along until the routine is learned. When your class is able, include the 
date, a title, and place before the entry. Drawing(s) alone can be considered to be the entry, or added to text. 

Frequent questions that involve the senses should be posed to the students while out on a walk: 

”What do you see?” “Stop and listen. What do you hear?” ”What do you smell?” “How does it feel?”  

The BEETLES™ routine for nature observation should 
also be prompted:  

“I notice… I wonder… It reminds me of…” Journal 
these if possible. 

Tip:  When the class is able, you may wish to include 
notice, wonder and reminds as spelling words 
and/or simple words from nature. 

Offer experience with various artistic media 
(drawing pencils, chalk, colored pencils, markers, 
paint) often as classroom follow up. Other ideas for 
nature journal entries include descriptive word lists, 
copying a short poem or scripture passage, 

photographs (cut from magazines or taken by the class and printed), and stamp art (collect objects on the walk 
like rocks, acorns, pinecones, etc., dip them in paint and then stamp them into the journals). 

Expectations for nature journaling, whether for written or drawn recordings, should be at the level of the 
individual student. Some will be able to express in words (sometimes sophisticated) what others may express 
through simple drawings with arrows or question marks alone or next to simple words. Some may illustrate 
beautifully what others draw much more simply. Encourage students to note and attempt to record detail. 

 

https://johnmuirlaws.com/journaling-curriculum/
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Follow this link for several more nature journal examples. Find what is helpful considering your own students’ 

abilities:  https://www.flickr.com/photos/handbookofnaturestudy/sets/72157607492509127/ 

 

Begin an Indoor Natural Museum 

 

Decide how you would like to display items from nature in your classroom. 

-Ideas for items to display: leaves, flowers, pinecones, seeds, sticks, grass, rocks, shells, insects, 
feathers, etc. 

-Use a page in your nature journal as a class to record your findings. Practice writing the name for each 
object together and draw a picture while looking at the object together next to each piece of nature 
added. 

-The museum will be a great way to explore nature when the weather does not permit being outside 
and it will be a place to reference some of the nature walks and discussions during specific units like 
birds or insects. “Remember when we found this pinecone? Pine cones grow on trees and contain the 
seeds for more trees to be planted.”  

Continue to add to the classroom museum as the year progresses. Look for samples of the same items as time 
goes on. Do similar things look different from season to season? How?  

Use the objects as models for classroom art activities. Explore a variety of art media.  

 

Unit Trade Books to Read and Discuss 

Suggested books to read and discuss are offered for each unit of this curriculum. Please review the lists at the 
beginning of each section ahead of time so you may obtain and read as many of these books as possible during 
the duration of the unit study.  

Additional books may be included within the body of unit discussions or activities. Please give these primary 
attention. 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/handbookofnaturestudy/sets/72157607492509127/
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Grade 1 Science 
II. Studies In Nature 

 

STUDENT ORIENTATION TO NATURE STUDY 

The following activities help orient students to begin observing and reflecting in nature. 
 

Learn About Nature With Anna Comstock 
Show students the video, Out of School and Into Nature: The Anna Comstock Story by Suzanne Slade and Jessica 
Lanan (8 mins):  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umHVgwzlzM4 

Tell students that many of your science activities this year will be done out of doors. First, you will work to get 

ready to study nature. 
 

Read and Discuss Books About Nature Walks and Nature Journals 

Discuss picture books about nature walks and journals frequently in between nature walks. Some favorites on 

the general topic of nature walks and journals are listed.  
 

The Listening Walk by Paul Showers 

Underground by Denise Fleming 

Red Sings from Treetops: A Year in Colors by Joyce Sidman 

Notable Notebooks by Jessica Fries-Gaither 

I Took a Walk by Henry Cole 

On the Way to the Beach by Henry Cole 

Outside Your Window: A First Book of Nature by Nicola Davies 
 

Explore the Beauty of Nature 

Begin by exploring the beauty of nature with students as you watch video of a poem titled, The Beauty of 

Nature by Patrick Winstanley, narrated by a child (2:25 minutes): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IsHG9T37d0Q  

 

We Use Our 5 Senses To Know What’s Real 

Review how we use our five senses and how we observe through our senses in order to know what is real. 
View this sample lesson plan that helps students practice using their five senses:   
https://www.uen.org/lessonplan/view/5650 

 

 

Find 12 more lessons to learn about the senses and acquire observation skills on 
pages 53-73 of The Growing Classroom by Robert Jaffe and Gary Appel.  (A copy of 
this book has been provided to each school.) 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umHVgwzlzM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IsHG9T37d0Q
https://www.uen.org/lessonplan/view/5650
https://www.uen.org/lessonplan/view/5650
https://www.uen.org/lessonplan/view/5650
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It is important to begin the study of nature by taking introductory nature walks. Do the following 

Nature Hunt and Introductory Nature Walk activities to introduce, then reinforce, methods in nature. 

Nature Hunt  

You will need: nature journal/pencil, 

list 

Remind students how to be aware of 

their surroundings by using their five 

senses while on nature walks:  

 

“What do you see?”  

“What do you hear?”  

“What does it smell like?”  

“What does it feel like?” 

 

Practice observing carefully while you 

go on the nature scavenger hunt. Bring 

nature journals with the list to the left 

attached, checking off each item as it is 

observed.  

At the end of the hunt, have each 

student draw one of the items they 

observed in their journal and label it. 

Title the entry “Nature Hunt.” Add the 

date and place. 

While students focus on their chosen 

nature object, lead them in the routine:  

“I notice…” 

“I wonder…” 

“It reminds me of…” 
 

Record these questions and responses 

as part of the nature journal entry 

along with any other observations from 

nature. 

(Scavenger hunt checklist from 

nowoodenspoons.blogspot.com) 
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Introductory Nature Walk & Discussion 

You will need: magnifying glasses if you have them. Bring out bug boxes or empty pill plastic clear bottles to put 
insects in once they find them in nature to observe them more closely. Also, bug nets would be helpful to 
collect flying insects. Bring zip baggies for specimens such as leaves, rocks, flowers. Later it will help to have 
field guides when you are focusing on a particular group of organisms such as birds, insects, trees , plants, etc.  

● Frequent questions that help students to focus on using one sense at a time on nature walks should be 

posed to the students. 

- “What do you see?” 

- “Stop and listen. What do you hear?” 

- ”What do you smell?” 

- “How does it feel?” (If you can touch it.) 

 

● Divide the students into groups. Ask them to spend time watching (or listening, touching, smelling). 

Example discussion questions: 

- “Let’s touch the bark on the trees and describe what we feel to each other. Is the bark on the tree you 
are feeling rough, smooth, patchy? Bark can help us identify what type of tree we’re examining.” 

- “We’re going to spend two minutes listening and thinking about what is making sounds in nature 
around us. Close your eyes if you’d like and listen.” After two minutes, discuss the sounds and where or 
who they could have come from. 

- “I’d like you to find a leaf, rock, and a flower. Smell the leaf. Does the leaf have any odor? Smell the 
rock next. Now smell the flower. Which has the strongest smell, and which has the weakest?” “What do 
you think is attracted to the smell a flower gives off?” (pollinators, like bees, moths, and butterflies) 

 

● On nature walks, as the teacher, make your own regular observations to model thought and teach 
vocabulary and wonder in nature. For instance, while noticing a tree, say things like:  

- “I notice a leaf here on the ground that is the same shape as the leaves on this tree. What do you 
notice about the shape or other features of this leaf? I wonder if it is a leaf from this tree.”  

- “I  see acorns near the bottom of this tree. I wonder if they might have fallen from this tree.”  

- “Let’s bring an acorn and a leaf back to class and find out what kind of a tree this is.”  

- “Let’s look near the trunk and see if we can find any insects or other creatures here. I wonder if they 
might live on this tree or are looking for food here.”  

During the winter months,  

- “I wonder why these trees have lost their leaves and this group of trees still has them.”  

Write down questions you have and go through the process of finding answers together or explain 
where you found an answer to the students later. 
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Living (Natural Organism) vs Nonliving (here, a Man-made Object) 

The purpose of this lesson is to help students concretely reflect on the difference between living things and 
man-made objects. This is an important nature lesson.  (This lesson will also be taught in Grade 2.) 

Non-living vs. Living Things -- Background for the teacher  

-Another name for a living being is an organism. 
-A living being, or organism, is made up of a naturally organized body that is informed by a life principle. 

-The life principle, or what we call the form of any particular organism, is responsible for the organism’s unity. 

-Because a living being is made up of a unity of body and life principle, a living being develops from within. 

-Every organism has the capacity for motion, containing within itself its own principle of organization, 
self-regulation, growth, and reproduction.  The diverse parts of an organism, down to its very cells, are unified, 
being ordered toward the good of the whole being.  

-Although machines can seem similar to living organisms, this similarity is merely an analogy. Machines do not 
develop from within. They have no life principle. Their form is not intrinsic, but is imposed on them from the 
outside. In other words, a machine is man made: it does not exist naturally, in nature. 

Carefully review the chart that follows. 

Have a discussion with your students and see if they can name some of these differences between machines 
and living organisms. Fill in the ones they miss from the chart below. 

(Chart courtesy of Michael Moynihan, Upper School Head, The Heights School, Maryland.) 

Man Made Object (Nonliving) vs Natural Organism (Living) 

 

Machine   Living Organism 

Artificial: machine is assembled 
externally by man. 

Form Natural: organism develops 
from within. (e.g. a seed 
develops into a tree) 

Unity of order: parts can be 
arranged to support its 
function, but are 
interchangeable, not unique. It 
can be reduced to its parts. 

Unity Unity of substance: every part 
of an organism, down to each 
cell, is identifiable to that 
particular organism. It cannot 
be reduced to its parts. 

Machines can be turned off and 
then back on. 

Motion Constant: organisms must 
constantly act; otherwise they 
die. (exception: dormancy) 
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A machine converts fuel into 
heat, motion, or a certain 
function, but not its own 
substance. 

Nutrition An organism converts food 
into its own substance and the 
energy required for it to act. 

Machines cannot inherently 
regenerate. Broken parts are 
fixed externally. 

Growth An organism constantly 
renews cells and tissues. (eg. 
healing) 

Machines cannot naturally 
replicate themselves; any 
replication is artificial.  

Reproduction Organisms are naturally able 
to reproduce similar 
organisms. 

  

Student Chart Activity: Living vs Nonliving 

Go outside and make a T chart of living and non living 
things you observe. Ask the above questions in order to 
determine if it is living or not. 

For the top of the chart use these questions: 

-Does it develop from within the organism? (Does it grow 
all by itself?)  Or is it assembled by someone/something? 

-Does it grow and change? Or does someone else have to 
add to it, change it, or fix it?  

-Does it constantly act by growing on its own or by from 
place to place? Or can you turn it off? 

-Is it one whole living thing and can’t be broken apart? Or 
is it man made and can be broken into parts? 

-Does it take in food and water in and change this into 
itself? Or not? 

          -Does it reproduce? Or is it man made? 

 

Read and discuss a tradebook about living and nonliving things:  

 

Living Things and Nonliving Things by Kevin Kurtz  
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PLANTS AND GARDENS 
 

Genesis 1:11 Then God said, “Let the earth bring forth vegetation: every kind of plant that bears seed and every 
kind of fruit tree on earth that bears fruit with its seed in it.” And so it happened. 

Poem:  What Do We Plant? by Henry Abbey (page 129, Diocese of Marquette Anthology of Poetry and Prose, 
Volume 1) 

 

Books To Read and Discuss About Plants and Gardens 

Flower Garden by Kathryn Hewitt 

Jack’s Garden by Henry Cole 

Secrets of the Garden: Food Chains and the Food Web in Our Backyard by Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld 

Buried Treasure: Roots and Tubers by Meredith Sayles Hughes  

The Fruits We Eat by Gail Gibbons 

How Does a Plant Grow?: I Wonder Why Series 

It Starts With a Seed by Laura Knowles  

One Bean by Anne Rockwell  

Planting the Wild Garden by Wendy Anderson Halperin and Kathryn O. Galbraith 

How a Seed Grows by Helene Jordan 

Miss Maple’s Seeds by Eliza Wheeler (whimsical) 

A Seed is Sleepy by Diana Hutts Aston 

The Reason for a Flower by Ruth Heller 

Also see your school library for further plant and garden books. 
 

Book Video: From Seed to Pumpkin by Wendy Pfeffer - Watch the video read aloud of the book here: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoaFrxW2cFQ&list=PLlQdwBA2Vj_qbXpUaQjfEa6e2BlUGS1bq&index=4 

Flower Field Guide: Obtain a field guide for flowers or a plant identification app such as Pl@ntNet to help name 

and identify the flowers while outside: 
https://identify.plantnet.org/ 

 

Outdoor Observation of Plants & Flowers 

Poem: Hurt No Living Thing by Christina Rossetti (p 11, Diocese of Marquette Anthology of Poetry & Prose Vol 
1) 

“Awaken their interest in and love for flowers.” (Comstock) 

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0823432041?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=0823432041&linkCode=xm2&tag=natiscieteaca-20
http://www.nsta.org/recommends/ViewProduct.aspx?ProductID=20998
https://www.bing.com/search?q=wendy+anderson+halperin&filters=ufn%3a%22wendy+anderson+halperin%22+sid%3a%2295dd5828-949f-d5df-a9b0-1df1f85a5bc5%22+catguid%3a%22132fc722-0ed3-c805-3ff4-d98140e4b775_21672fa4%22+segment%3a%22generic.carousel%22+gsexp%3a%22132fc722-0ed3-c805-3ff4-d98140e4b775_bXNvL2Jvb2sud3JpdHRlbl93b3JrLmF1dGhvcnxUcnVl%22&FORM=SNAPST
https://www.bing.com/search?q=Kathryn+O.+Galbraith&filters=ufn%3a%22Kathryn+O.+Galbraith%22+sid%3a%2235bb1589-d52d-fdac-0c7e-eeb79fa333cd%22+catguid%3a%22132fc722-0ed3-c805-3ff4-d98140e4b775_21672fa4%22+segment%3a%22generic.carousel%22+gsexp%3a%22132fc722-0ed3-c805-3ff4-d98140e4b775_bXNvL2Jvb2sud3JpdHRlbl93b3JrLmF1dGhvcnxUcnVl%22&FORM=SNAPST
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoaFrxW2cFQ&list=PLlQdwBA2Vj_qbXpUaQjfEa6e2BlUGS1bq&index=4
https://identify.plantnet.org/
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Begin the study and investigation of plants and flowers by outdoor observation through the activity below. 
Observe, wonder/ask questions, relate and record (“I notice… I wonder… It reminds me of…”).  

Walking In My Garden 

Take a nature walk to observe the plants in the school garden. Bring hand lenses and nature journals with a 
page titled, “Garden Walk” and the date and place (school garden). As you begin the garden walk, remind 
students to use their senses to observe. Prompt students with: ”I notice… I wonder… It reminds me of…” 
when helpful.  

-Look closely at the shapes, sizes, colors and structures of leaves and flowers found in the garden. Use 
hand lenses to observe when appropriate. 

-Questions (among many) to ask: 

“Smell the different flowers. How do they smell different? or similar?” 

“Count the petals on three or four different flowers. Are the different petals the same color? 
Are the petals the same shape?” 

Flower vocabulary to use frequently: petal, stem, roots, leaf, sepal (see flower diagram below) 

“Find three different shaped leaves and three different shaped petals. Draw the shapes in your 
journal.”  

“What do these leaves feel like?” (Limit samples to touch. Make sure each student gets a 
chance to touch the samples.) “Do they feel the same or different from each other? How?” 

“How do we take care of our garden?” “Why do we want a garden on our school grounds?”  

“Let’s be quiet and listen carefully. Do you hear any sounds? What besides plants might live in 
the garden?” 

- Allow students time to think more about their ”I notice… I wonder… It reminds me of…” 
observations. 

- Spend time recording in nature journals. 

Garden Walk Discussion 

Once back in the classroom, discuss family gardens with students. (If their family does not grow a garden, 
where have they seen a garden grow? It might be a grandparent’s or neighbor’s garden. Have they ever visited 
a farm?) Allow students time to tell about their own experiences helping to plant and grow the garden. 

-What plants have they grown? What was it like to plant the seeds? What did the seeds look like? 

-What are the steps in preparing and keeping a garden healthy?  

-How do they take care of what they grow? Have they watered and/or weeded the plants? How often? 

-Why do people grow gardens? 

-Invite a family member to come in and describe their garden. If possible, share pictures. 
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Dig These Garden Activities 

 

Jeremiah 29:5  Build houses to dwell in; plant gardens and eat their fruits. 

 
● Learn the importance of sun, soil, water and air through the chant below: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq_06fIh9To 

 

● If your school has a garden, do some activities from The Growing Classroom by 
Jaffe and Appel per the copy provided to your school.  

- Consider mapping the garden and learning names of 3 or 4 plants in the garden: 
see pages 73-74, or 120-121.  

- See activities on pages 166 and 167 and others.  

 

● Watch the book My Busy Green Garden by Terry Pierce, illustrated by Carol 
Schwartz, read aloud here (4:10 minutes): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnGNGz2vG70 

 

● In the fall, have students bring in samples of produce that families have grown 
in their gardens. Discuss each item and display it in the classroom nature 
museum. Include a standup label near each one: “corn,” “peapods,” “beans,” 
“squash,” “pumpkin,” “mums,” etc. What do families do with the produce?  

● If produce from your school garden is harvested in the fall, take part in any school harvesting and/or 
cooking activities, per grade level.  

● Journal pieces of garden produce through art activities. Sweet peppers and corn cobs cut crosswise and 
the nubbly lengthwise surface of corn cobs make great stampers. What other nature produce can 
students use to stamp with? Flowers? Leaves? Stems? Provide a variety of ink pad colors. Students 
label each stamped journal entry with its name from its label in the classroom museum or from a list on 
the board. Title the journal entry with a short verse from scripture. Remember to include the date. 

● While preparing pieces of produce for the stamper art activity above, do an exercise with the five 
senses. What does corn silk feel like? What do corn husks and corn cobs smell like? Do split pea pods 
smell differently from freshly stripped corn? from cut squash? from flowers? How? Do flowers smell 
differently from each other? from their leaves? How do the surfaces of various garden items feel similar 
to or different from each other? Are they smooth or bumpy, rough or prickly? How do they look? (Paint 
details.) Write words the students come up with on the board. Include them in the journal. The 
material provided by garden produce could be made into several journaling activities. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq_06fIh9To
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnGNGz2vG70
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Flowers 

Luke 12: 27 “Notice how the flowers grow; they neither toil nor spin. But not even Solomon in all his splendor 
was dressed like one of these.” 

Poems: “Flowers Grow Like This” by Rachel Buchman from Sing a Song of Seasons Ed. Fiona Waters, Illus. Frann 

Preston-Gannon. Listen to an action recitation of the poem:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yoiae1qsv4M&list=OLAK5uy_mlE0x6WD8DtyDlRCR7dVGUEuVARs_ENnA&
index=13&t=0s 
 

“Roses” Many roses bloom in the spring, 
Roses in the springtime, grow dormant during the hot summer, 
Roses in the fall then bloom again far into the fall. 
Roses in my garden 

Are the loveliest of all! Are the petals of the rose flat or cupped? 

 

-Video (below) introduces the use of our senses in relation to flowers (nasturtiums) and offers an overview of 
this flower in the garden. (Teach students that we do not eat flowers unless we know they are safe. Some 
flowers are poisonous!) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtDi6GnHKT8 
 

Nasturtiums factor in Beatrix Potter’s book, The Tale of Peter Rabbit. 
 

Here are more flowers and herbs included in Potter’s books: 

https://www.motherearthliving.com/gardening/beatrix-potter-flowers-and-herbs  
 

What is anthropomorphism? Giving human characteristics to forms not human -- in 
the case of Beatrix Potter’s books, to small animals. 

 

Introduction to the Study of Flowers 

You will need one or more flower field guides and/or a plant identification app like Pl@ntNet to help name and 
identify flowers while outside. https://identify.plantnet.org/ 

 

● Locate at least 5 different kinds of flowers that may be brought into the classroom. These may be found 
on school grounds, brought from home, or flowers that the teacher brings in. There should be at least 2 
samples of each type of flower. It is ideal if the flowers you examine in the classroom correspond with 
flowers found in the school garden or on the school or parish grounds so you may continue to study 
them. Flowers brought into the classroom may be cut or potted. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yoiae1qsv4M&list=OLAK5uy_mlE0x6WD8DtyDlRCR7dVGUEuVARs_ENnA&index=13&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yoiae1qsv4M&list=OLAK5uy_mlE0x6WD8DtyDlRCR7dVGUEuVARs_ENnA&index=13&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtDi6GnHKT8
https://www.motherearthliving.com/gardening/beatrix-potter-flowers-and-herbs
https://identify.plantnet.org/
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● Having a variety of flower types and two or more of the same type of flower will allow for a discussion 
on uniqueness and how each particular whole living organism is unique. “These are all flowers, but 
each one is unique.” 

● Compare two flowers of different kinds. “What makes this flower different from this one?” Note the 

differences. “They are both flowers, yet they are very different from each other.” 

● Now compare two flowers of the same kind. “What makes this flower different and unique from this 
one?” Note the differences. “These are both the same type of flower, yet they are still different from 
each other. Each flower is unique - there isn’t another one exactly like it.” 

● After observing all of the flowers, have students work to identify them. Ask students if they have seen 
similar flowers before or if they know the names of the flowers. Have resources available to help 
students identify the flowers together. Use an app like Pl@ntNet on your phone or a field guide or 
other trade book resources. Lead students in comparing details of each flower’s features to those in the 
pictures. Write each flower’s name on the board as you identify it together. 

● Once the students have practiced calling the flowers by their names, it’s time to focus on flower parts. 
“Let’s come up with things we notice that are the same about all of the flowers.” (Do the Parts of a 
Flower activity below to explore flower parts.)  

 

The Parts of a Flower 

If you have the flowers in the classroom, group the flowers into smaller clusters of two or three or four and 
have students help point out similarities and differences between the flowers. Show they all have the following 
five parts, even if they look different from flower to flower: stem, petal, leaf, sepal and roots (if possible). 

Use the words stem, petal, leaf, sepal and roots very often while teaching so that students learn these terms 
and refer to these flower parts correctly. “I see some yellow petals on this flower. Raise your hand if you can 
point out and tell us what color petals you see on this flower.” (More than the five flower parts named above 
may be discussed if you wish, but the students should not be expected to memorize them.) 
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Now locate and open the ovary of one or more of the flowers and explain that this is where the flower‘s seed 
comes from. The flower’s seeds will grow within the flower and one day fall into the garden soil to begin the life 
of a new flower. 

“All plants have a place called the ovary that contains seeds. The seeds can be planted and provide a new 
opportunity for life.” 

 

Journal the Parts of a Flower Observation 

1. Examine one or more of the flowers above while still in the classroom as you lead students to journal (draw 
and/or write) according to the prompts you choose to focus on, below. 

“I notice… I wonder… It reminds me of…” 

Lead students to make close observations and reverence the beauty and gift of the flower. Make time for 
students to wonder and ask questions. Ask students to relate: reflect on what they are reminded of.  

2. Now have students take nature journals with them to explore the same flower(s) growing outside. Point out 
the five flower parts you have learned so students may identify them on these flowers. Repeat the discussion 
below as appropriate to gain more information about the flowers, then make another journal entry of the 
outdoor flowers. Pull up one of these flowers to show its roots, then replant it as carefully as possible. You may 
wish to repeat the flower’s requirements of sun, soil, water and air: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq_06fIh9To 

 

Flower journaling prompts 

“Many people choose [flower’s name] to plant in their gardens.” (Show a sample of this flower as you 
speak.) “Let’s look at the [flower’s name]. Why do you think they are so valued?”  

“What sort of stem does the [flower’s name] have?”  

“What makes the stem feel [quality named]?”  

“Look at the leaf. What does it make you think of? Draw a picture of its shape, veins, and color.”  

“What are the colors on the top of the leaf? On its underside? Are they the same or different? How?” 

“Look at the flower. Are the petals all the same size? shape? color?” 

“How many petals are wide? How many are narrow?” 

“Are the petals flat? Or are they cupped (shaped like a cup)?” You may have to remove a petal or two 
so students may examine them closely.  

“Have you noticed insects landing on flowers before?” 

“Which insects might visit and pollinate this flower?” (Pollination is covered in the next activity.) 

Pointing out the sepal, “These are the sepals and their job is to protect the bud before it blossoms into 
a flower.” “How many sepals are on this [flower name]?” 

“Can anyone guess where the ovary might be on this flower?” “What is growing inside it?” 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq_06fIh9To
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The Flower Life Cycle 

Introduction to the life cycle of flowers, an example of the interconnectedness of nature 

POLLINATION - FLOWER LIFE CYCLE  

- Describe how flower pollination 
works as simply as possible. 
“Pollinators such as bees, butterflies, 
and birds come and gather pollen 
from a flower. The pollen sticks to 
their bodies. When they go to get 
pollen from another flower, the pollen 
from the previous flower drops into 
the pistil of the new flower, which 
fertilizes the egg inside the ovary and 
new seeds are made.”  

- Watch the following video together that explains the process of pollination (6:48 minutes): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=9AuVm1jpKEA&feature=emb_title 

- Watch these amazing videos of actual pollinators in action (4:16 minutes): 

https://video.disney.com/watch/the-beauty-of-pollination-wings-of-life-4da84833e06fd54fff590f49 

(2:07 minutes): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6h3OhpZSRFE 

- Read The Reason for a Flower by Ruth Heller to review flowers and pollination.  

- Ask students what bees or butterflies are doing later on if you spot part of the pollination process 
occuring in nature. 

 

SEEDS - FLOWER LIFE CYCLE 

Read and Discuss Books About Seeds 

It Starts With a Seed  by Laura Knowles 

Next Time You See A Maple Seed by Emily Morgan 

One Bean by Anne Rockwell 

How a Seed Grows by Helene Jordan 

Watch the book, From Seed to Pumpkin by Wendy Pfeffer and James Graham Hale, read aloud (5:09 minutes): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoaFrxW2cFQ&list=PLlQdwBA2Vj_qbXpUaQjfEa6e2BlUGS1bq&index=4 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=9AuVm1jpKEA&feature=emb_title
https://video.disney.com/watch/the-beauty-of-pollination-wings-of-life-4da84833e06fd54fff590f49
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6h3OhpZSRFE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoaFrxW2cFQ&list=PLlQdwBA2Vj_qbXpUaQjfEa6e2BlUGS1bq&index=4
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Watch the whimsical book, Miss Maple's Seeds by Eliza Wheeler, be read aloud on video (3:46 minutes): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiBHEt1kOKs&list=PLlQdwBA2Vj_rgiOOsF8T6oo9DXHUQeBoE&index=2&t=0s 
 

Flowers & Other Plants 
 

Late winter and spring activities related to seeds and plant life cycles 

 

Poem:  “Tommy” by Gwendolyn Brooks  

I put a seed into the ground 
And said, “I’ll watch it grow.” 
I watered it and cared for it 
As well as I could know. 

One day I walked in my backyard 
And oh, what did I see! 
My seed had popped itself right out 
Without consulting me. 
 

Lessons on Seeds 

- Collect many samples of seeds on nature walks, especially in the spring.  

- Spend time matching the seeds to the tree or plant which they come from and will have the potential 

to become once planted.  

- Once you identify the names of the plants or trees the seeds come from, show students what these 

trees and plants become when they are fully mature.  

- Finally, seeds can be drawn or taped into journals with written and drawn descriptions of the seeds and 

the life cycle of the plants or trees which may develop from the various seeds the students have 
collected.  

 

Planting Seeds  

Watch this brief video of a teacher and students demonstrating how to plant seeds (3:09 minutes): 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Planting+Seeds+with+Kids&&view=detail&mid=CA9F63286D6C4BFDD
DE5CA9F63286D6C4BFDDDE5&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DPlanting%2BSeeds%2Bwit
h%2BKids%26FORM%3DVDMHRS 

Discuss with students the various aspects of planting big seeds and little seeds: sunflower seeds and basil seeds, 
as shown in the video. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiBHEt1kOKs&list=PLlQdwBA2Vj_rgiOOsF8T6oo9DXHUQeBoE&index=2&t=0s
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Planting+Seeds+with+Kids&&view=detail&mid=CA9F63286D6C4BFDDDE5CA9F63286D6C4BFDDDE5&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DPlanting%2BSeeds%2Bwith%2BKids%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Planting+Seeds+with+Kids&&view=detail&mid=CA9F63286D6C4BFDDDE5CA9F63286D6C4BFDDDE5&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DPlanting%2BSeeds%2Bwith%2BKids%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Planting+Seeds+with+Kids&&view=detail&mid=CA9F63286D6C4BFDDDE5CA9F63286D6C4BFDDDE5&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DPlanting%2BSeeds%2Bwith%2BKids%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
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The Sunflower from Seed to Flower 

Watch this time lapse video of a sunflower growing from seed to flower (2:23 minutes): 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Flower+Growing+Time-Lapse&&view=detail&mid=1433C1ED8FD41CF
A31631433C1ED8FD41CFA3163&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DFlower%2BGrowing%2B
Time-Lapse%26FORM%3DVDMHRS 

 

The Gift of Basil 

Help students practice techniques learned from the seed planting video above as they plant basil seeds in 
containers and grow them to give as Mother’s Day gifts.  

● Provide an inexpensive container per student by cutting apart large seedling sheets. (It is easiest to 
leave the sheets uncut until plants are ready to send home.)  

● Use spoons to fill one container per student with potting soil.  

● Have each student write his/her name on a garden marker and stick it into the soil.  

● Use the “pinky technique” from the video to plant the tiny seeds. Water the containers. 

● Place containers in a classroom window. Follow seed packet directions for watering and sunlight.  

● When ready to send home, cut apart the seedling segments. 

● Enclose each planted container in a zip bag, staple on a card with care instructions, and carefully bring 
home to Mom. (Show students how to hold the base of the container through the bag.)  

Mom may wish to transplant the little plant outdoors when the weather is right, or grow the plant 
indoors to use as a delicious spice for cooking. 

Plant several extra containers with basil seeds so students may transplant the growing plants into the 
school garden at the end of the school year! 

Follow up: 

- What do basil leaves look like? feel like? smell like? taste like? 

- Journal this project. Include observations about basil seeds and plants. 

“I notice… I wonder… It reminds me of…” 

 

Grade 1 - Grade 2: Experiments With Plants 

Deepen students’ understanding of the care of plants and their basic requirements for life. Do simple 

experiments with plants using different amounts of water, sun, and kinds of soil. (See Comstock, The Handbook 
of Nature Studies, pages 453-454.) 

Partner with the Grade 2 teacher to determine which of these experiments will be done in Grade 1, and which 

will be done in Grade 2. (You might also try one or more of the experiments at both grade levels and compare 
the results.) 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Flower+Growing+Time-Lapse&&view=detail&mid=1433C1ED8FD41CFA31631433C1ED8FD41CFA3163&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DFlower%2BGrowing%2BTime-Lapse%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Flower+Growing+Time-Lapse&&view=detail&mid=1433C1ED8FD41CFA31631433C1ED8FD41CFA3163&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DFlower%2BGrowing%2BTime-Lapse%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Flower+Growing+Time-Lapse&&view=detail&mid=1433C1ED8FD41CFA31631433C1ED8FD41CFA3163&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DFlower%2BGrowing%2BTime-Lapse%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
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- Experiment 1: Find out what kind of soil plants grow best in 

Prepare four pots as follows: one with rich soil from a flower shop or store, one with poor, hard soil, 
one with clean sand, and another with sawdust. Plant the same kind of seeds in all four, and place them 
where they will get plenty of light. Select seeds that will germinate quickly such as beans, radishes, 
lettuce, or calendula. Water them as often as needed. Determine which plants grow the best. This 
experiment should be conducted over an approximately six week period and observations should be 
made throughout the time frame.  

- Experiment 2: Prove that plants need light in order to grow 

Fill two pots with the same rich soil. Plant the same kind of seeds in both pots. Keep the soil moist on 
both plants but place one near a window and one in a dark closet or under a box. Which plant has more 
normal growth? To prove the same point, take two flowers in pots that look healthy and conduct that 
same experiment on the potted flowers.  

- Experiment 3: Show that leaves turn toward light, which they need to make their food 

Place a geranium in the window and let it stay in the same position for two weeks. Which way do all the 
leaves face? Turn it around, observe and discuss what the leaves have done after a few days.  

- Experiment 4: Show that plants need water 

Fill three pots with rich soil, plant the same kind of seeds in each, and place them all in the same 
window. Give one enough water to keep the soil moist, keep another flooded with water, and don’t 
water the last one at all. What happens to the seeds in the pots?  

 

Indoor Observation of Plants: Terrariums 

Build terrariums in your classroom. Terrariums are a great way to understand life cycles and habitats of plants 
and how to care for living organisms. (See The Growing Classroom by Roberta Jaffe and Gary Appel.) 

- It's best if each student has their own personal terrarium made from a clear two liter soda bottle. 

- Various resources needed to build a terrarium:  

○  https://climatekids.nasa.gov/mini-garden/ 

○  https://kidsgardening.org/garden-activities-building-a-terrarium/  

- Use the terrarium as a seasonal way to start seeds for the school garden. Start seeds in terrariums in 

late winter. Transplant these plants from the terrarium to the school garden if one is planted in the 
spring; if not, students may take the young plants home and plant them in their home gardens. 

 

- Keep a record of the seeds’ growth at least twice a week in nature journals. The clear bottle will allow 
for observation of growth from the early stages and hopefully roots and buds can be seen. “Roots act 
like an anchor and keep the plant attached to the ground (or soil). The roots act like straws that drink 
up water and nutrients from the soil.” 

 

https://climatekids.nasa.gov/mini-garden/
https://kidsgardening.org/garden-activities-building-a-terrarium/
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- Frequent conversation about flowers and plants and their lifecycle should occur naturally during the 
terrarium study of plants and flowers. Use what you have learned so far about the plant life cycle, 
beginning with the seed.  

- “Where do seeds come from?” (flowers, plants)  

- “Are there other uses for seeds other than to begin a plant’s life cycle?”  

Food - sunflower seeds, nuts, birdseed, corn, peas 

Drinks -chia seeds are often added to drinks to thicken them 

Medicine - Lavender is a very common one 
 

Trees 

Poem:  Excerpt from Trees by Joyce Kilmer 

I think that I shall never see 

A poem lovely as a tree … 

A tree that looks at God all day 

And lifts her leafy arms to pray. 

Books About Trees To Read and Discuss 

Have You Seen Trees? by Joanne Oppenheim 

Next Time You See a Maple Seed by Emily Morgan  

Winter Trees by Carole Gerber 

About Habitats: Forests by Cathryn Sill  

Because of an Acorn by Adam Schaefer 

Have You Seen Trees? by Joanne Oppenheim. 

Tall Tall Tree by Anthony D. Fredericks 

Tell Me, Tree: All About Trees for Kids by Gail Gibbons 

A Tree is a Plant by Clyde Robert Bulla 

 
U.P. Trees: Here is a link to an Upper Peninsula Tree Identification Key. There is a real wealth of information on 
this web site along with field guides and apps like Pl@ntNet to help you and your students learn a lot about 
trees and tree identification. 
 

 http://uptrehttp://uptreeid.com/ 

http://uptreeid.com/idchars.htm 

 

http://www.nsta.org/store/product_detail.aspx?id=10.2505/9781938946356
http://www.nsta.org/recommends/ViewProduct.aspx?ProductID=18654
http://www.amazon.com/About-Habitats-Forests-Cathryn-Sill/dp/1561457345/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1415197284&sr=1-3&keywords=about+habitats
http://uptreeid.com/
http://uptreeid.com/
http://uptreeid.com/idchars.htm
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A few key ideas from the link above that help you discuss and identify trees with your students:  

TREE FORM: The overall shape of a tree is the form.  Some trees have very distinctive forms.  

FRUITS:  All trees have fruits, too. Cones, nuts, acorns, seeds, and “helicopters” (that contain maple 
tree seeds) are just some of the many kinds of fruits that trees produce.  A fruit is any kind of organ 
that holds seeds, not just edible fruits like apples or oranges. 

FLOWERS: We don’t normally think of trees with flowers but all trees have them.  

BRANCHING PATTERN:  The way in which a tree branches can sometimes be a helpful thing to know. 

Here's a map of the kinds of trees in each county in the U.P. to help you with your nature walks . 
http://uptreeid.com/distribution.htm 
 

Study of Particular Trees (Begin in the fall) 

You may take a nature walk to collect the leaves of various trees before they begin to color, then take another 
walk and collect leaves again, this time beautifully colored.  

● Begin the study of trees: It is best to begin in autumn with a leaf study.  Students bring zip baggies and 
collect a number of leaves during a nature walk. Have students collect 5-10 leaves (See Comstock, 
622-626). Ask students what makes a leaf different from another? Shape is important. 

- Have students use fall leaves as a color lesson to practice classifying tints and color value. 

- Let them also classify the leaves according to form, grouping leaves that resemble each other.  

- Allow each student to choose one leaf and draw it in their journals. The student may trace the leaf by 
placing it flat on the paper. If you have tissue paper, try making a gentle rubbing of the leaf with the 
side of a peeled crayon or colored chalk. 

- Provide colored paper for the students to choose from. Have students draw a leaf on the paper using 
their real leaf as a model then cut out the paper leaf. Post both leaves as a journal entry with a label of 
the leaf name (i.e. “maple leaf”). Title the journal entry: A Fall Leaf.  

- Let each student select four leaves and arrange them on a card. Show the students how leaves and 
parts of plants can be pressed and preserved: 
https://www.thespruce.com/pressing-fall-leaves-1402119 

 

● Observe and draw three different kinds of trees in the neighborhood: shape of tree, shape of leaves, 
kinds of seeds. Note the look and feel of the bark of each tree. 

- Possible Trees: Sugar maple, yellow birch, fir, white pine, aspen, oak and red maple  

Choose from the list above or choose other types of trees that are growing near your school. 

 

 

 

 

http://uptreeid.com/distribution.htm
https://www.thespruce.com/pressing-fall-leaves-1402119
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Example of how to study a specific tree outside 

- Tell students to each collect one type of leaf that you show an example of at the beginning of class (i.e. 
the sugar maple leaf).  

- Discuss similarities and differences between the color and shape of leaves in the group collected and 
narrow down the group of leaves collected by the students to only the sugar maple leaves (eliminate 
any leaves that may have been collected by mistake).  

  

- Hunt for a tree that contains the same looking leaves as in the picture above. Once you find one, tell 
the students that this is a sugar maple tree and the leaves are called sugar maple leaves. Make note of 
this specific tree and its location. You will be observing it throughout the seasons and school year. 
Create a section in your nature journal titled, “Sugar Maple Tree.” Write the word “Autumn” under the 
title. 

Study of the Tree in Autumn  

1. Ask students, “What is the color of the tree in its current autumn foliage?” Sketch the tree in 
water colors or crayons, drawing attention to the shape of the head and the proportions of the 
head and trunk.  

2. Describe what you see of the tree’s roots. “How far do you think the tree’s roots go into the 
ground? How far do you think they reach out to the sides?” “How do the roots help the tree?” 
“If the tree were turned upside down and the roots were where the branches are now, do you 
think there would be as many roots as you see branches on the tree right now?” 

3. Measure (or discuss related to an everyday object like a notebook) how high on the trunk from 
the ground the branches begin coming off the tree. How large around is the trunk? What color 
is the bark? What is the texture? Why do trees have bark? 

4. Describe a leaf from your tree. Pay special attention to its shape, edges, color above and below, 
and its veins. Can you find two leaves that are exactly the same size? What is the date when 
you notice the leaves begin to fall off the tree? What is the date when all the leaves are off of 
the tree?  

5. Do you see any fruit or seeds on the tree? Sketch it if so and discuss how seeds might be 
scattered and planted.  
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6. “I wonder…” Ask for more questions from students.  

7. Ask the students, “What is the color of the tree in its current autumn foliage?” Sketch the tree 
in water colors or crayons, drawing attention to the shape of the tree’s head and the 
proportions of the head and trunk.  

8. Describe what you see of the tree’s roots. “How far do you think the roots go into the ground? 
How far do you think they reach out to the sides?” “How do the roots help the tree?” “If the 
tree were turned upside down and the roots were where the branches are now, do you think 
there would be as many roots as you see branches on the tree right now?” 

9. Measure (or discuss related to an everyday object such as a notebook) how high on the trunk 
from the ground the branches begin coming off the tree. How large around is the trunk? What 
color is the bark? What is the texture? Why do trees have bark? 

10. Describe a leaf from your tree. Pay special attention to its shape, edges, color above and below, 
and its veins. Can you find two leaves that are exactly the same size? What is the date when 
you notice the leaves begin to fall off the tree? What is the date when all the leaves are off of 
the tree? Have you observed and recorded a color progression?  

11. Do you see any fruit or seeds on the tree? If so sketch a sample and discuss how this tree’s seed 
might be scattered and planted.  

Study of the Tree In Winter 

Go back to the same tree that was observed by the class in the autumn when it is winter.  

Record the name of the tree again, “[Sugar Maple] Tree.” Write “Winter” under the tree name. 

1. Make a sketch of the tree during the winter showing its shape and whether it is bare. Does the 
trunk divide into branches or does it go up the center and the branches come off to the sides 
on the way up? What is the use of branches to a tree? Are the twigs at the ends of the 
branches thick or fine? Is the bark on the trunk similar to the texture on the twigs? Is the color 
of the twigs similar to the color of the larger branches? 

2. What birds do you find visiting your tree during the winter?  

3. If possible, study the cut end of a log or stump. Which is the heartwood and which is the 
sapwood? Heartwood is the older wood that is deeper in the trunk of the tree and close to the 
center. This wood is sometimes darker in color and can be identified entirely based on its hue. 
Sapwood is also called “living wood” because it is the wood that conducts water from the roots 
underground to the leaves in the branches. 

4. Can you see the rings of growth? Can you count the rings and tell the age of the tree that the 
log came from? Describe, or research how a trunk grows larger each year. 

5. Take a twig of a tree in March or April and look carefully at the buds. What is their color? Are 
they shiny, rough, sticky, etc? Are they arranged on the twig opposite of alternate? Place the 
twig in water and put it in a light, warm place and see what happens to the buds.  
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Study of the Tree In Spring 

Repeat a similar process for the spring. Record the tree name, “[Sugar Maple] Tree.” Write “Spring” 
under it.  

1. When do the young leaves appear on the tree? What color are they? Look carefully and notice 
how the leaves are folded in the bud. Were all the leaves folded in the same way? Do the 
leaves stand straight as they did last autumn, or do they droop? Why do the leaves stand out 
from the twigs in order to get sunshine? Discuss all the things that leaves do for trees.  

2. Are there any blossoms on your tree in the spring? How do the blossoms look?  

3. What is the date when your tree looks like it has most or all of its leaves? What color is it now? 
What birds are visiting the tree? What insects? What animals? Do squirrels live in this tree? 

4. “I wonder…” Ask for questions from your students.  

3 Trees In 3 Seasons.  Do the steps above during the three seasons with three different trees (total). 
 

The Importance of Trees 

Why are trees important? Let the students talk to each other and come up with ideas. There are so many 
reasons, a few are listed below.  

- Trees give out oxygen. They absorb harmful pollutants like carbon monoxide, dust, and smoke.  

- Birds, squirrels, and other animals make their homes in trees.  

- Trees provide food, including fruits, nuts, berries, and leaves.  

- We build with the wood from trees.  

- Trees provide shade. 

- We can swing from a tree. 

- Trees are beautiful throughout all seasons. 

- Trees can help keep us dry in a rainstorm. 

- More ideas 
 

Art, Science and Beauty 

Learn About John Chapman: Johnny Appleseed 

Learn about Johnny Appleseed, someone who planted many, many trees long ago. 

John Chapman, better known as Johnny Appleseed, was an American pioneer nurseryman who 
introduced apple trees to large sections of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Ontario, as well as 
the northern counties of present-day West Virginia, with apple seeds and young trees that he planted 
or gave for planting.  

- Find this rhymed book by Reeve Lindbergh with beautiful illustrations by Kathy Jakobsen: Johnny 
Appleseed for your classroom library. 
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- Watch this same book read aloud (5:37 minutes): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=18&v=za-jpJ_qMgA&feature=emb_title 

- Watch the Johnny Appleseed song by Pete Lounsbury, sung by Dennis Day (1:08 minutes): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_OO4-XUlA8 

- Here is a version of the written lyrics (Traditional) to help learn the Johnny Appleseed song: 

https://www.kididdles.com/lyrics/johnny-appleseed.html 

- You may wish to use the first stanza of the Johnny Appleseed song as a before- or after-meal grace. 

- Apple seed: The apple seed contains cyanide (a poison) to protect it against being eaten by birds and 

other creatures so that it can be successfully planted and have the chance to sprout and grow into an 
apple tree. 

 

The Fruit of the Apple Tree 

Bring in two or three types of apples to class. Explain to students that every type of tree produces a “fruit,” 
which is where the tree’s seeds are found. Cut open the apples and show the seeds. Eat apple slices! 

 

EARLY WINTER TREE/SEED WALK: “O Christmas Tree” 

Poem:   O Christmas Tree by Ernst Anschutz 

O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree, 

How lovely are thy branches. 

O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree, 

How lovely are thy branches. 

Not only green when summer’s here, 

But in the coldest time of year. 

O Christmas tree, O Christmas tree, 

How lovely are thy branches. 

(Plan the walk for a time when snow does not cover and hide the cones on the ground.) 

Background for the Teacher: https://www.greenandvibrant.com/types-of-evergreen-trees 

Discussion: 

- “Who knows what kind of a tree a Christmas tree is?” (an evergreen tree) 

- “What does evergreen mean?” (Its needles stay green all year long. They do not turn color and fall off 
in the autumn like other trees’ leaves.) 

- “Are there more than one kind of evergreen tree?” (Yes, several.) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=18&v=za-jpJ_qMgA&feature=emb_title
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_OO4-XUlA8
https://www.kididdles.com/lyrics/johnny-appleseed.html
https://www.greenandvibrant.com/types-of-evergreen-trees
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- “There are several kinds of evergreen trees. Today we are going to look for two main kinds: pine 
trees, and fir trees.” (Have students repeat: pine tree and fir tree.) 

- “Who remembers where pine tree seeds are found?” (In pine cones.) 

- “Who can guess where fir tree seeds are found?” (In fir cones.) 

- “Let’s see if we can find pine cones and fir cones in our tree field guides, then look at the differences 
between them.” 

(Try to locate ahead of time pictures of a pine tree and a fir tree native to your area:) 

 http://uptrehttp://uptreeid.com/      http://uptreeid.com/distribution.htm 

- With students, look at a picture of a pine tree, then a pine cone. Point out: “This pine cone comes from 
this pine tree.” 

- Next, look at a picture of a fir tree, then a fir cone. “This fir cone comes from this fir tree.” 

- “Now let’s compare the pine cone with the fir cone. What differences do you notice?” 

(The sides of fir cones are much smoother than pine cones. The bottoms of fir cones are rounded or cupped 
and smoother than the bottoms of pine cones. Fir cones tend to be smaller than pine cones. What colors are 
they?) 

“Now we are ready to go on a Christmas Tree (Evergreen) Seed Walk!” 

Pull on boots and cold weather gear. Armed with large zip baggies, head out for a winter seed walk in an area 
near pine and/or fir trees. Bring your phone app along for tree and cone verification. (Pl@ntNet) 

“We will look for fir cones and pine cones to collect and see if we can spot the fir trees and pine trees that the 
cones came from.”  

Collect evergreen cones. See if anyone can match fir cones to fir trees, and pine cones to pine trees. (You may 
also find spruce cones. Collect them all! Use them later in the classroom for matching and naming games. Be 
sure to put several cones in your classroom museum. Label them. Journal.) 

If you wish, collect berries and winter foliage to bring back to the classroom museum and for the art 
application, below. 

Classroom Art Application 

Evergreen Cone Card Art 

Students make Christmas cards for their families. Dip the sides and bottoms of evergreen cones in white 
tempera paint and stamp onto the covers of colored construction paper cards. Sprinkle the paint with glitter 
before it dries (if desired). (Does it look like evergreen cones in the snowy woods?) The student writes a short 
Christmas Scripture quote or other Christmas message signed with his/her name on a small sheet of writing 
paper. Paste inside the card.  Dip berries from the woods in red paint and make a border around the greeting. 

 

 

 

http://uptreeid.com/
http://uptreeid.com/distribution.htm
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INSECTS 

Proverbs 30:24-25  Four things are among the smallest on the earth, and yet are exceedingly wise: Ants -- a 
species not strong, yet they store up their food in the summer... 

Poems: http://metadot.vigoschools.org/metadot/index.pl?id=55892&isa=Category&op=show  

View the above selection of insect poems to download and read with students. 

 

Books About Insects To Read and Discuss 

Bugs Are Insects (Let’s-Read-and-Find-Out Science Series) by Anne Rockwell  

Bug Shots: The Good, the Bad, and the Bugly by Alexandra Siy  

Insects by Robin Bernard 

Insects by Seymour Simon 

Simon and Schuster Children’s Guide to Insects and Spiders by Jinny Johnson  

Small Wonders by Matthew Clark Smith and Giuliano Ferri 

Ultimate Bugopedia National Geographic Society by Darlyne Murawski and Nancy Honovich 

Insect Bodies by Molly Aloian and Bobbie Kalman ISBN 0778723747 

Insect Life Cycles by Molly Aloian and Bobbie Kalman ISBN 0778776239 

Insects: Six Legged Animals by Suzanne Slade ISBN 1404855246 

The Insect Book by Connie Zakowski ISBN 1568250371 

 

Art, Science and Beauty 

Learn about scientists and naturalists who loved and studied insects. 

Jean-Henri Fabre 

Learn about Jean-Henri Fabre (21 December 1823 - 11 October 1915), a great French entomologist. An 
entomologist is a person who studies insects.  

 

Watch this story of Henri Fabre’s life, Small Wonders: Jean-Henri Fabre & His 
World Of Insects by Matthew Clark Smith, being read out loud. (12:47 minutes) 

Try to locate it in your school library. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JH_IOliuNLE 

 

 

 

http://metadot.vigoschools.org/metadot/index.pl?id=55892&isa=Category&op=show
http://www.nsta.org/recommends/ViewProduct.aspx?ProductID=21012
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1477826327?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1477826327&linkCode=xm2&tag=natiscieteaca-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1426313764/ref=as_li_tf_til?tag=natiscieteaca-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=1426313764&adid=09ZKPEAQXK1NB89PG2M3&&ref-refURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nsta.org%2Fpublications%2Fostb%2Fostb2014.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JH_IOliuNLE
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Here is a 2-minute story about one of the books Fabre wrote about insects: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=iTLMQSeOi4I&feature=emb_title 

Look at this page from one of Fabre’s books about insects. It’s written in French. (Jean-Henri Fabre was 
French -- he was from the country of France.) Jean-Henri Fabre was an artist. He used his talent in art to 
record his careful observations about insects: 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/0/06/Les_Ravageurs%2C_Jean-Henri_Fabre.
djvu/page139-1659px-Les_Ravageurs%2C_Jean-Henri_Fabre.djvu.jpg 

 

William Kirby  

Learn about William Kirby (19 September 1759 – 4 July 1850), called the "Father of Entomology." 
(Entomology is a branch of science that studies insects.) He lived in England and was probably one of 
the most famous entomologists of all time. He was a Christian minister for 58 years and studied insects 
extensively during that time.  

Here are some of his drawings from his famous insect book: 
https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/entomology-kirby.html 

More of Kirby’s drawings: 
https://ccsearch.creativecommons.org/photos/ed8d0fc4-5a3a-4fad-915b-969a37a71ce6 

There’s a Bug on My Book! by John Himmelman can be taken outside to motivate the students to search for 

insects after listening to the critters in the book hopping, flying, wiggling, and sliding.  

 

Outdoor Insect Walk 
Begin the study and investigation of local insects through observation outside. (Observe, wonder, reflect, ask 
questions, relate, record in student nature journals: “I notice… I wonder… It reminds me of…”) 

Tools to help hunt insects: 
Hand Lens (Carry the Field Card instructions, above), Bug box or small empty clear “pill” bottle, 

Insect net (Field guide, Journal to take notes) 

Insect Net:  There is a simple example to make insect collection nets (if you don’t have them already) 
and collect insects from different habitats for observation found on page 260 of The Growing 
Classroom by Roberta Jaffe and Gary Appel. 

Insect Collecting Etiquette: 
● Be gentle to insects because they are an important part of their outdoor habitat. 

● Only touch insects that you know are safe. 

● Hold insects in a flat hand—avoid pinching. 

● Return insects back to their home in nature. 

● Share what you’ve discovered through photos, drawing, and stories instead of taking things back with 
you. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=iTLMQSeOi4I&feature=emb_title
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/0/06/Les_Ravageurs%2C_Jean-Henri_Fabre.djvu/page139-1659px-Les_Ravageurs%2C_Jean-Henri_Fabre.djvu.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/0/06/Les_Ravageurs%2C_Jean-Henri_Fabre.djvu/page139-1659px-Les_Ravageurs%2C_Jean-Henri_Fabre.djvu.jpg
https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/entomology-kirby.html
https://ccsearch.creativecommons.org/photos/ed8d0fc4-5a3a-4fad-915b-969a37a71ce6
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The Insect Walk 

- Example of a nature walk focused on insects. 
https://www.calacademy.org/educators/lesson-plans/nature-play-insect-investigation 

- Go over insect collecting etiquette (above).  

- Go over instructions and demonstrate how to use any insect collecting tools you have available.  

- Remind students only to handle insects they know are safe such as ladybugs. Encourage everyone to 
participate in a way that’s comfortable to them, such as watching an insect in a viewing jar before it’s 
released back into nature.  

- Facilitate meaningful conversations. Ask students about their experience and prior knowledge with 
insects.  

- Recognize and celebrate good collecting techniques.  

- Talk about scientists and what they might be interested in regarding specific insects you find. “Where 
was the insect found?” “What might it need to survive?”  

- Begin with “I notice…”, “I wonder…”, and “It reminds me of…” statements.  

- Discuss the important roles insects play in their habitats.  

- Give a 5-minute warning before you intend to clean up to allow students to finish their investigations.  

- Involve everyone in cleaning off tools and return all insects to nature. If you come across any dead 
insects, bring them back to the classroom for further observation and to add to the class insect 
collection.  

- As you head back to school, talk about what you found and discovered. What was surprising? Share 
photos/drawings etc with each other.  

 

Study of the Insect 

An Insect Has Three Body Parts 
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/wi4hpublications/files/2015/10/ThreeBodyParts025.pdf 

Insects have three body parts. Teach the students this song to the tune of Three Blind Mice and sing it often to 
reinforce the three body parts all insects have.  

THREE BODY PARTS  

Three body parts 
Three body parts 
Here’s where they are --  
Here’s where they are -- 
The HEAD connects to the THORAX,  
The THORAX connects to the ABDOMEN  
An insect always has all three parts --  
Three body parts  
Three body parts  

 

 

https://www.calacademy.org/educators/lesson-plans/nature-play-insect-investigation
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/wi4hpublications/files/2015/10/ThreeBodyParts025.pdf
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“How Does an Insect Walk?” Nature Walk 

● Take a nature walk for the sole purpose of observing how insects walk. Students could take their nature 
journals to make notes or drawings of their observations.  

● Tell them to count the legs of their insects and record this. Ask them to spend a couple of minutes 
watching each insect walk and make notes or draw a picture. 

● Back in class discuss their observations.  

- “How many legs do insects have?” (The insect has six legs. All are attached to the THORAX.) 

- “Do all six legs move at the same time when they are walking?” 

- “If insects were to move three legs at a time, which combination of three legs do you think they 
would use?” Draw a basic, large sketch of an insect such as an ant on the board while calling on 
students to remind you how many body parts an insect has, how many legs, etc.  

- Watch the following videos and then discuss insect leg movement again.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWHnT08wU1o 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ase2h71oEN0 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTavBQMUlvs 

“What did you notice about the legs on the insects? Which legs moved at the same time?” 
Show which legs move together with different color markers on the insect you drew on the 
board so the students understand the insect leg movement pattern. 

 

- Follow this link to find “Activity: The Bug Walk!” with a picture example or look below 
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/wi4hpublications/files/2015/10/TheBugWalk026.pdf 

 

Activity: The Bug Walk!  

Share with the group that scientists also wondered how insects’ legs move when they walk. One scientist 
videotaped insects walking and then played the video very slowly so that he could see how it was done. Tell 
students they are going to practice walking like the insects that the scientist videotaped.  

Five students are needed to make one insect. The first student will be the head. The next three students are the 
thorax, and as the thorax, they also have the legs! Have each thorax student put their hands on the shoulders 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWHnT08wU1o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ase2h71oEN0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTavBQMUlvs
https://fyi.extension.wisc.edu/wi4hpublications/files/2015/10/TheBugWalk026.pdf
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of the child in front of them (including the “head” child). Each “thorax” student (child 2, 3 and 4) will have a red 
bandana on one leg and a blue bandana on his other leg. Use the following as a guide: Tie a red bandana on: 
• The left leg of the 2nd and 4th child • The right leg of the 3rd child. Tie a blue bandana on: • The left leg of 
the 3rd child • The right leg of the 2nd and 4th child. The 5th child becomes the abdomen. Have her connect by 
putting her hands on the shoulder of the 4th child in the thorax. The “head” is in charge of the movement. He 
will call out “Red” or “Blue” to signal which foot should be lifted. Remind the participants that they shouldn’t 
raise their leg until the foot behind their foot goes down (into a supporting position). Now, practice! Rotate 
students so that everyone gets a chance to be part of the thorax, if they wish. Note how the colored flagging on 
the six “legs” of the “thorax” alternates. The child in front of the “legs” is the “head;” the child behind is the 
“abdomen.”  

TALK IT OVER Reflect: • What was it like to “walk like a bug”? • What was the hardest part of walking together? 
• What problems did you have? • Would anything have made it easier? Apply: • What might happen if an 
insect loses a leg? Could it still do the “triangle” with three legs? 

ENHANCE/SIMPLIFY Enhance for Older Children: • Once students have mastered the basics of the “bug walk,” 
take a long walk around the facilities. • Sing the “Ants Go Marching” while doing the bug walk.  

 

Social vs. Solitary Insects 

Print and cut these cards. Make sure you have enough for each student to represent one insect. There should 
only be one card for each solitary insect, and groups of the same cards for the social insects.  
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- Begin by passing out an insect card to each student. They must look at everyone else’s card and group 
together with their own kind. Ants and bees should group together. 

- A butterfly, dragonfly, house fly, grasshopper and praying mantis will be on their own. 
 

Review the insects that are in groups and the insects that are by themselves.  

Ask: “Why do you think some insects live in colonies (groups) but others don’t?  Why might bees or 
ants need to live together?”  

Journal It. 

Have students record the words social and solitary in their nature journals. 

- Social insects live in colonies and they depend on each other to survive. 

- Solitary insects do not live in a group.  They survive on their own. 

Paste cards or draw pictures of insects that belong under the “social” heading and those that belong 
under the “solitary” heading.  

 

Read Ant Cities by Arthur Dorros to look at one kind of social insect. 
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Ants 

Go outside and observe ants. Below is a chart students could use or the whole class to record your 
observations. 

https://www.fishwildlife.org/application/files/5915/2875/3486/Ant_Behavior_Observation_Sheet.pdf  

 

Books About Ants to Read and Discuss 

 National Geographic Readers: Ants by Melissa Stewart 

 Look Inside an Ant Nest (Look Inside Animal Homes) by Megan C. Peterson 

 Thinking About Ants by Barbara Brenner 

The Life Cycle of an Ant by Hadley Dyer, Bobbie Kalman and Hadley Dye ISBN 0778707004 

Inside an Ant Colony by Allan Fowler  ISBN 051626365X 

Hey, Little Ant by Phillip and Hannah Hoose ISBN 1883672546 

Amazing Ants by Sue Whiting ISBN 0792248132 

Ant Cities by Arthur Dorros ISBN 0064450791 

Are You an Ant? by Judy Allen ISBN 0753458037 

The Life and Times of the Ant by Charles Micucci ISBN 0618689491 

 

Discussion About Ants 

- Follow this link to read interesting facts about ants and provide a few of the blank cards for students to 

copy key ideas and glue them into nature journals.  

https://askabiologist.asu.edu/sites/default/files/bits/pdf/biology-bits-ants.pdf 

“There are thousands of different kinds of ants.” 

“In an ant colony, every ant has a job to do.” 

Have the students draw the lifecycle of an ant in their nature journals while you read the card about an 
ant’s life.  

 

https://www.fishwildlife.org/application/files/5915/2875/3486/Ant_Behavior_Observation_Sheet.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1429660783/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1429660783&linkCode=as2&tag=growitsciblo-20&linkId=7WQN6VJ2J2JMNEDW
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1429660783/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1429660783&linkCode=as2&tag=growitsciblo-20&linkId=7WQN6VJ2J2JMNEDW
https://askabiologist.asu.edu/sites/default/files/bits/pdf/biology-bits-ants.pdf
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Ant Farm Fun 

Build an ant farm for your classroom: https://www.wikihow.com/Build-an-Ant-Farm. This link provides 
instructions on how to build an ant farm and suggestions for caring for the ants and observing them during 
their 3-4 week life span. 

 

Bees 

Books About Bees to Read and Discuss 

Brilliant Bees by Linda Glaser 

Flight of the Honey Bee by Raymond Huber 

The Honeybee Man by Lela Nargi 

Honeybees by Deborah Heligman 

In the Trees, Honey Bees! Lori Mortensen  

The Life and Times of the Honeybee by Charles Micucci  

Honey in a Hive by Anne Rockwell ISBN 0064452045 

Honeybees by Joyce Milton ISBN 0448428466 

Watch the book, Are You a Bee? by Judy Allen and Tudor Humprhies, read aloud: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kePv4tviABo&list=PLlQdwBA2Vj_pYTjuDUztaAJzjVfps8_CR&index=4&t=0s 

Honey Bee video: 

https://nasaeclips.arc.nasa.gov/video/ourworld/our-world-honeybees  

 

 

https://www.wikihow.com/Build-an-Ant-Farm
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0763667609/ref=as_li_tf_til?tag=natiscieteaca-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0763667609&adid=07NN6KF5HJ0VY110K751&&ref-refURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nsta.org%2Fpublications%2Fostb%2Fostb2014.aspx
http://www.nsta.org/recommends/ViewProduct.aspx?ProductID=21028
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kePv4tviABo&list=PLlQdwBA2Vj_pYTjuDUztaAJzjVfps8_CR&index=4&t=0s
https://nasaeclips.arc.nasa.gov/video/ourworld/our-world-honeybees
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Bee Comparisons 

Compare and contrast different types of bees found in books and during observation on nature walks. The 
expectation is for students to understand that more than one type of bee exists.  

  

Honeybee    Carpenter Bee 

 

 

Bumblebee 

 

Observing Bumblebees in Nature (See Comstock 390-391): 

- “Bumblebees are the main pollen carriers for wildflowers and farm plants.” 

- “How many flowers can you see with bumblebees near them?” 

- “Watch the bee closely and see how it gets nectar from the flower.” 

- “Find the eyes on the bee and tell the person next to you how you would describe them.” 

- “What colors cover the bumblebee? Do you notice a pattern?” 

- “What is a way that a bumblebee benefits us?” Pollination: this leads to food we can eat and more 
seeds that allow more plants to be grown.  

Food Web of the Common Eastern Bumblebee  

A food web describes the relationships this organism has with other organisms in the area. For bumblebees this 
means what organisms bumblebees eat (their prey), what eats bumblebees ( their predators), and which 
organisms compete with bumblebees for food (competitors).  
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● Take a little  time and introduce the topic of food webs (a series of organisms related by predator-prey 
interactions or relationships)  and discuss this with students, noting some of the organisms that eat 
bumblebees and the food bumblebees eat.  

https://eol.org/pages/1065138/data?predicate=http%3A%2F%2Fpurl.obolibrary.org%2Fobo%2FRO_00
02470 

Here is the Beehive (Traditional)  

Demonstrate a beehive with your hands. Only audio is necessary for this action rhyme (1:46 minutes): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VB5qUzOEKVg&list=OLAK5uy_mlE0x6WD8DtyDlRCR7dVGUEuVARs_ENnA
&index=20  
 

Flies 

Exodus 8: 20  Thick swarms of flies entered the house of Pharaoh and houses of his servants; throughout Egypt 

the land was infested with flies. 

Observing Flies in Nature 

- If possible, students should observe dead flies with hand lenses while learning about them. Wear gloves 

when touching the insects. Capturing flies in bug boxes and observing them while living would be 
beneficial as well. 

  
Observe a dead fly with a hand lens (See Comstock 360-361):  

- “Look at the fly’s eyes. Do you see all the little eyes that together look like a honeycomb pattern? Do 

you think this helps flies avoid being swatted or caught? Why?” 

- “How many wings does the fly have? How is that different from the bee?” 

- “What color are the wings on this fly? Are they transparent? Do you see the veins on them?” 

- “Do the wings grow from the head, thorax, or abdomen?” 

- “What about the fly’s legs? How many do you count? Are they attached to the same body part as the 
wings are? What is the name of that body part?” 

- “Do you know how flies carry diseases? What can we do to prevent diseases from spreading from 
flies?” Discuss places the students have seen flies landing/feeding. These places include garbage, 
animal excrement, the ground, and then on our food and drinks. Flies transmit germs from germy 
places they have landed to things we put into our mouths; then then germs travel through our bodies 
and can make us sick.  

 

- This video shows the different stages of a fly’s life cycle and a few facts about flies. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJ9VvCS13sA 

 

- Have the students draw a fly in their nature journals along with this video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8-lrd3VowI 

 

https://eol.org/pages/1065138/data?predicate=http%3A%2F%2Fpurl.obolibrary.org%2Fobo%2FRO_0002470
https://eol.org/pages/1065138/data?predicate=http%3A%2F%2Fpurl.obolibrary.org%2Fobo%2FRO_0002470
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VB5qUzOEKVg&list=OLAK5uy_mlE0x6WD8DtyDlRCR7dVGUEuVARs_ENnA&index=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VB5qUzOEKVg&list=OLAK5uy_mlE0x6WD8DtyDlRCR7dVGUEuVARs_ENnA&index=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJ9VvCS13sA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8-lrd3VowI
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BIRDS 

Matthew 6:26  “Look at the birds of the sky… Your heavenly Father feeds them.” 

Poems:  Time to Rise by Robert Louis Stevenson D Was a Duck by Edward Lear 

A birdie with a yellow bill D was a Duck  

Hopped upon my windowsill With spots on his back 

Cocked his shining eye and said, Who lived in the water 

“Ain’t you ‘shamed, you sleepy-head?” And always said, “Quack!” 

D -- dear little duck. 

 

Books About Birds to Read and Discuss 

Read and discuss books about birds frequently throughout the unit. 

 About Hummingbirds: A Guide for Children by Cathryn Sill 

The Big Book of Birds by Yuval Zommer 

Bird Watch by Christie Matheson 

Birdology by Monica Russo 

Birds Build Nests by Yvonne Winer 

Birds Make Nests by Michael Garland 

Birds by Carme Lemniscates 

The Eagles Are Back by Jean Craighead George  

Feathers: Not Just for Flying  by Melissa Stewart  

Hatch! by Roxie Munro 

National Geographic Kids Bird Guide of North America by Jonathan Alderfer  

Owls! Laurence Pringle 

Superlative Birds by Leslie Bulion/illustrated by Robert Meganck 

Beaks! by Sneed B. Collard III 

Birds from Head to Tail  by Stacey Roderick 

A Nest is Noisy  by Diana Hutts Aston 
 

● http://www.birds.cornell.edu/k12/ This website has a great selection of bird related resources. There 
are some specific links from the site referenced below but it is recommended to spend some time on 
this site seeing what other resources would be a good fit for you and your class while learning about 
birds.  

● http://www.birds.cornell.edu/k12/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Feathered-Friends-Bird-Search.pdf 

 

http://www.nsta.org/recommends/ViewProduct.aspx?ProductID=20806
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00YW4BOPU?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=B00YW4BOPU&linkCode=xm2&tag=natiscieteaca-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0803737718/ref=as_li_tf_til?tag=natiscieteaca-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0803737718&adid=1MNFCMESK0WBACMZ1QNE&&ref-refURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nsta.org%2Fpublications%2Fostb%2Fostb2014.aspx
http://www.amazon.com/Feathers-Just-Flying-Melissa-Stewart/dp/1580894313/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1415039769&sr=1-1&keywords=Feathers%3A+Not+Just+for+Flying
http://www.nsta.org/recommends/ViewProduct.aspx?ProductID=21021
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1426310943/ref=as_li_tf_til?tag=natiscieteaca-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=1426310943&adid=0H70D2SG20NF5YT2JD5R&&ref-refURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nsta.org%2Fpublications%2Fostb%2Fostb2014.aspx
http://www.birds.cornell.edu/k12/
http://www.birds.cornell.edu/k12/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Feathered-Friends-Bird-Search.pdf
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The link above is a Bird Search PDF that can be downloaded by the teacher and printed. It is a great 
resource to bring along on a nature walk to focus on birds. The purpose is to look for specific bird 
related actions or proof of birds, like spotting nests, feathers or bird droppings.  

● A simple and beautiful video watching and listening to birds (4:11 minutes): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mws34sb7pn0 

 

Art,  Science and Beauty 

Learn about two naturalists who found birds beautiful. They enjoyed, studied and drew birds. 
 

John James Audubon 

Learn about John James Audubon (26 April, 1785 - 27 January, 1851), a French-American ornithologist 
(scientist who studies birds), naturalist and painter. 

Watch this video of the book read aloud, The Boy Who Drew Birds: A Story of John James Audubon by 
Jacqueline Davies (13:24 minutes): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQevGPnyNsE 

View these paintings by Audubon: 

https://www.google.com/search?q=john+james+audubon+paintings&rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS847US847&sx
srf=ALeKk01TK7pySboapKwosXuBC4iH8X4JAw:1594736198397&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2a
hUKEwj8pfak98zqAhUYQ80KHdPmDTsQ_AUoAXoECB4QAw&biw=1536&bih=754 

Watch this brief video on Audubon’s book, The Birds of America (1:58 minutes): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=7gozLgMAq38&feature=emb_title 

 

- “Why is this book worth such careful handling and attention?” 

- “How did Audubon learn so much about birds?” 

- “What makes his drawings so beautiful?” 

Louis Agassiz Fuertes  

Learn about Louis Aggasiz Fuertes (7 February, 1874 Ithaca, New York – 22 August, 1927 Unadilla, New 
York), an American ornithologist (person who studies birds) and illustrator who is considered one of the 
most prolific American bird artists. As a child he had been influenced by John James Audubon’s Birds of 
America book, above.  

Here are some of his bird drawings: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Louis_Agassiz_Fuertes 

Read this children’s book about Fuertes’s life: The Sky Painter: Louis Fuertes, Bird Artist by Margarita 
Engle and illustrated by Aliona Bereghici.  

Video book trailer here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFiouMkimCU 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mws34sb7pn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQevGPnyNsE
https://www.google.com/search?q=john+james+audubon+paintings&rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS847US847&sxsrf=ALeKk01TK7pySboapKwosXuBC4iH8X4JAw:1594736198397&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj8pfak98zqAhUYQ80KHdPmDTsQ_AUoAXoECB4QAw&biw=1536&bih=754
https://www.google.com/search?q=john+james+audubon+paintings&rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS847US847&sxsrf=ALeKk01TK7pySboapKwosXuBC4iH8X4JAw:1594736198397&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj8pfak98zqAhUYQ80KHdPmDTsQ_AUoAXoECB4QAw&biw=1536&bih=754
https://www.google.com/search?q=john+james+audubon+paintings&rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS847US847&sxsrf=ALeKk01TK7pySboapKwosXuBC4iH8X4JAw:1594736198397&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj8pfak98zqAhUYQ80KHdPmDTsQ_AUoAXoECB4QAw&biw=1536&bih=754
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=7gozLgMAq38&feature=emb_title
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ithaca,_New_York
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unadilla_(village),_New_York
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unadilla_(village),_New_York
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ornithologist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_James_Audubon
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Louis_Agassiz_Fuertes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFiouMkimCU
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Take some time to view and enjoy the beauty and accurate detail in Fuertes’s drawings: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Works_by_Louis_Agassiz_Fuertes 

 

A simple and beautiful video watching and listening to Birds. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mws34sb7pn0 

 

Bird Walk 

Begin the study and investigation of birds through observation outside. (Observe, wonder, reflect, ask 
questions, relate, record in student nature journals: “I notice… I wonder… It reminds me of…”)  

Discuss with the children what they already know about birds. On a nature walk, try and find at least three or 
four different kinds of birds and spend a few minutes observing their behavior. Look closely at their size and 
color. Listen to what sounds they are making and try to imitate them. What are they doing? Are they together 
with other birds or alone? What is the pattern of their flight? Do they glide, soar high, or stay low to the 
ground, flit from place to place, or sit and rest for some time. If you have a field guide, see if you can find these 
birds in the guide and read some interesting facts about these birds. Look on the ground, can you see any bird 
feathers? 

Journal: “I notice… I wonder… It reminds me of...” 
 

Prepare a Bird Habitat 

● “Who has bird feeders at home? What kinds of birds come to your feeders? What do you feed them? 
Does anyone have bird houses in their yard? How about bird baths?” 

● Show this video about how to make your school yard or backyard bird friendly: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HS6NmVzck8 

Information about birds to share and ideas on how to invite birds to the school grounds 

- “Birds are very important to have in our yards or gardens because they kill insects that might want to 
eat our vegetables and plants. There are many ways to get birds to visit. Offering them food and water 
are great ways to attract them. Birds enjoy being clean and washing themselves, which is another 
attractive benefit to them if water is offered in a bird bath.”  

- Set up a bird bath that is close to a bush or a tree so that they have somewhere to escape to if there is 
danger nearby. Try to always keep the birdbath full so that water is available to the birds.  

- Involve students in hanging an existing bird feeder (or more than one if there are enough places to do 
so) or build one as a class and set it up together.  

- Talk about the food birds enjoy. Hand out a small sample of bird feed to each student and ask them to 
examine it. “What kinds of food are included in the bird feed?” Can they sort the feed into different 
piles if they combine their feed with two or three other students? “This bird feed contains corn, 
sunflower seeds, and I wonder what these other grains are? Who can think of something other than 
bird feed that we could offer in our feeder that birds might like to eat?” Birds enjoy insects, worms, 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Works_by_Louis_Agassiz_Fuertes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mws34sb7pn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HS6NmVzck8
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nectar, pollen, nuts, fruits, berries, seeds, grasses, etc. Some birds, like robins, do not eat bird seed. 
They eat only insects and berries. 

- Keep your crops safe from birds. Birds will eat fruit grown in your garden. Creating a cage around fruit 
that is growing is the best way to protect it and keep birds away. 

 

Build a Birdhouse 

https://nestwatch.org/learn/all-about-birdhouses/birds/american-robin/  

This is another great bird resource website to visit. This link allows you to customize a search to your region and 
get a list of birds and specific bird houses with building plans to create for common birds in your. 

 

Bird Nests  

- Birds Make Nests by Michael Garland is a great picture book that goes over many kinds of nests made 
in many kinds of places and includes reasons birds make nests. 

- Bird nest videos: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BRCQELAlc8 

https://medium.com/usfws/be-on-the-lookout-for-bird-nests-a7349e38d54c 

 

While out on a nature walk, let’s say you spot a bird nest. (See Comstock, 46-47)  

- Discuss the name of the bird that made the nest if known and if the bird is present.  

- Where was the nest found? Be as specific as possible in discussing and noticing specifics about the 
location. Talk about if the nest would be protected if it rained.  

- Use a body part such as a hand to compare the nest to the size of something. “The nest is about as big 
as my hand when my fingers and thumb are spread wide.”  

- How is the nest held together? What materials are used? Lead the students to contemplate why birds 
build nests and what goes into the nest. 

- Let students know that all female birds lay eggs. The size, shape, and color of the eggs can be different. 
Record, “All female bird species lay eggs.” in nature journals with a sketch of the nest.  

 

More on Birds 

● Statements about birds: http://www.birds.cornell.edu/k12/september/ 

This link has many true or false statements that would be great to use for nature journaling or as 
discussion prompts to write on the board. Write down true statements (so turn the false statements 
true if you choose to use them).  

 

 
 

 

https://nestwatch.org/learn/all-about-birdhouses/birds/american-robin/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BRCQELAlc8
https://medium.com/usfws/be-on-the-lookout-for-bird-nests-a7349e38d54c
http://www.birds.cornell.edu/k12/september/
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Bird structures and functions 

● Bird sounds 

- Watch and listen to birds making unique sounds. http://www.birds.cornell.edu/k12/may/ 

- Practice copying bird sounds and discuss how not all birds sing but most birds are capable of making 
sound. The sounds might be called pecking, chip notes, or calls. Males typically do more singing when it 
comes to songbirds.  

https://academy.allaboutbirds.org/bird-song-hero/ 

● Feathers (See Comstock 30-33) 

- Feathers serve as bird “clothing.” Birds are warm blooded. Feathers grow from the skin of a bird and 
protect the bird from weather, such as rain, snow, wind, or cold.  

- Feathers as attractive. The color of some birds look beautiful. Male birds may attract female birds by 
their appearances. Other birds that may not have as stunning of feathers might use their feathers as 
camouflage to blend in to their surroundings and not be seen by enemies.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMKOWKQgAcs This video shows many of the functions of 
feathers (2:10 minutes).  

● Eyes and Ears 

- A bird’s ear openings are located behind and slightly below its eyes. On most birds, the ears are 
covered by feathers that protect them. Like human ears, bird ears have three sections: the outer ear, 
the middle ear, and the inner ear. 

- Birds can see small motion and tiny detail better than humans. How does this help them? Here is a 
video on bird eyes and vision. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrMe8LdXVa4 

● Beaks 

- Uses: eating, preening, manipulating objects, killing prey, fighting, probing for food, and feeding young 

● Feet 

- Most birds have four toes: three facing forward, and one facing backward. Some have only two or three 
toes. Some birds have long and sharp talons to help them capture prey. Other birds have claws or feet 
that are designed for perching and walking or hopping. 

 

 

http://www.birds.cornell.edu/k12/may/
https://academy.allaboutbirds.org/bird-song-hero/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMKOWKQgAcs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrMe8LdXVa4
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Bird Comparison Activity 

- Title a page in your nature journal “Bird Eyes, Ears, Beaks, and Feet.”  

- Underneath, have each student glue in three pictures: a chicken, duck, and chickadee, similar to the 
pictures below. The students should label each bird.  

- Have the students use as much detail as possible to describe similarities between the birds.  

- Now have them discuss differences they notice about the birds.  

- Draw attention to the eyes and hidden ears under the feathers near the eyes.  

- Have the students point to where the ears would be on each bird following your example.  

- Discuss the beaks on these different types of birds as a class. Why are their shapes and sizes different? 
How many toes do these birds have? What stands out about the duck’s feet? Why might each type of 
bird foot have been created this way? 

 

Ducks  

On Duck Pond 

Use Jane Yolen’s book, On Duck Pond and the educational guide found on the Cornell 
website here to spend time studying ducks and pond life:  

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/95627/K-12%20Education/On%20Duck%20Pond%20-%20Educational%20Guid
e.pdf?__hstc=75100365.331151d3732fc93f2905bcfbb4f11259.1563150142423.1563227274396.156435046244
4.3&__hssc=75100365.3635.1564784447001 
 

 

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/95627/K-12%20Education/On%20Duck%20Pond%20-%20Educational%20Guide.pdf?__hstc=75100365.331151d3732fc93f2905bcfbb4f11259.1563150142423.1563227274396.1564350462444.3&__hssc=75100365.3635.1564784447001
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/95627/K-12%20Education/On%20Duck%20Pond%20-%20Educational%20Guide.pdf?__hstc=75100365.331151d3732fc93f2905bcfbb4f11259.1563150142423.1563227274396.1564350462444.3&__hssc=75100365.3635.1564784447001
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/95627/K-12%20Education/On%20Duck%20Pond%20-%20Educational%20Guide.pdf?__hstc=75100365.331151d3732fc93f2905bcfbb4f11259.1563150142423.1563227274396.1564350462444.3&__hssc=75100365.3635.1564784447001
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In addition, Just Ducks by Nicola Davies is an entertaining book that follows a group of ducks in the city and 
compares the duck’s routine to the child’s. Many vocabulary words related to ducks are explained throughout 
the story, such as preening, dabbling, upending, etc.  

Before you study chickens, below, read aloud the book, An Egg is Quiet by Dianna Hutts Aston and Sylvia Long. 
This book is used as part of the Ruah Woods Theology of the Body kindergarten program, so you may be able to 
borrow a copy there. 

Chickens 

Chicken Egg Activity 

You will need one or more egg(s) and paper plate(s) for 
this lesson. Provide hand lenses. 

- Begin the lesson by asking, “What is the first stage of 
most animal’s life cycles?” Allow students to discuss the 
first stage of any life cycle they know about or have 
learned about in class.  

- Review the first stage in a plant’s life cycle: a seed. Ask 
if a plant is the same as an animal. “Do animals and 
plants have the same stages of life?” Let’s learn more 
about the first stage in a bird’s life cycle: the egg.  

- Take out an egg and crack it into a dish. Students 
observe the egg and what is inside of the shell. If 

possible, provide an egg already cracked on a paper plate for pairs of students to observe with hand lenses 
along with you.  

- Draw with details what you see in your nature journals. Identify the yolk, shell, inner membrane, outer 
membrane, air cell, and albumen (egg whites). Share “The egg is the first stage in the life cycle of almost all 
animals.” 

- Find the white spot on the yellow part (yolk) of the egg. Share that this is the spot that could have developed 
into a new chick.  

- “How does the eggshell help the developing chick?” 
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- Video of a baby chick hatching: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F38tIGO5TFY  

- Look at these pages and explore the beauty and biology of different colored birds eggs:  

https://www.allaboutbirds.org/news/the-beauty-and-biology-of-egg-color/ 

https://madisonaudubon.org/blog/2018/5/31/into-the-nest-there-is-nothing-so-beautiful-as-a-birds-egg 

http://voice.gardenbird.co.uk/bird-egg-identifier/ 

Take some time and enjoy the beauty of the different colors and sizes of bird eggs. 

Show some of the pictures and explain that for birds who lay eggs in nests on the ground it is important that 
these eggs blend in with their surroundings, while for those birds that lay eggs in nests up high that's not so 
important, so their eggs can be all one color like blue or white or brown, etc. 

  

The Chicken Life Cycle 

Model and have students draw a diagram of a chicken’s life 
cycle in nature journals. Discuss the time each stage 
typically lasts during the chicken’s life cycle. Compare the 
chicken to a human life cycle.  

“It takes 3 weeks for the chick to develop and then hatch. 
About how long does it take for a baby to develop inside a 
mommy’s tummy?” 

Chickens Aren’t the Only Ones by Ruth Heller is a book about 
animals who lay eggs.  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F38tIGO5TFY
https://www.allaboutbirds.org/news/the-beauty-and-biology-of-egg-color/
https://madisonaudubon.org/blog/2018/5/31/into-the-nest-there-is-nothing-so-beautiful-as-a-birds-egg
http://voice.gardenbird.co.uk/bird-egg-identifier/
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Chickadees  

- Chickadees -- See Comstock, 70.  
 

- Take a nature walk to look for chickadees: 
        https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Black-capped_Chickadee/id 

- Where have we seen chickadees? What were they doing? Were 
there several together? Have you heard the chickadee sing? Their sounds 
are included in the bird sound resource here: 
 

https://macaulaylibrary.org/asset/404194/embed/640?__hstc=161696355.631b732f02a1f52bd58dda67687e1
871.1567608173244.1594913475553.1594949903026.19&__hssc=161696355.1.1594949903026&__hsfp=2448
812667#_ga=2.136260849.1100174337.1594913474-1560095652.1567608172 
 

- The chickadee is as useful as it is delightful. It stays in the north during the winter and eats insects from 
trees and “sings” cheerily. The chickadee is known for being a very friendly bird.  

- Chickadees enjoy seeds, berries, and peanut butter. Fill the bird feeders with one or all of these and 
watch to see if chickadees show up for observation.  

- Hopefully, chickadees have been spotted on nature walks or perhaps out the window on a feeder. 

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6eJYnkrQM0 This video shows the story of a chickadee family 
captured by a bird enthusiast. Show it  to your students to gain some wonderful observation time with 
chickadees.  

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LfMsUuU9KtQ  Allow students to listen again or for the first time 
if they have not yet heard it. Does the chickadee sing while flying or at rest? 

- What color is the chickadee: top and sides of head, back, wings, tail, 
throat, breast? After observing a picture such as the one below, create 
the title, “Chickadee” in your nature journal and sketch the chickadee 
together. While you are drawing, bring attention to detail such as the 
object the chickadee is perching -- include it in your sketch along with 
the black areas on the bird, the soft fluff of the small feathers on the 
chickadee, etc. 

- Does the chickadee ever seem to be discouraged by the snow and cold 
weather? 

 

 

 

 

https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Black-capped_Chickadee/id
https://macaulaylibrary.org/asset/404194/embed/640?__hstc=161696355.631b732f02a1f52bd58dda67687e1871.1567608173244.1594913475553.1594949903026.19&__hssc=161696355.1.1594949903026&__hsfp=2448812667#_ga=2.136260849.1100174337.1594913474-1560095652.1567608172
https://macaulaylibrary.org/asset/404194/embed/640?__hstc=161696355.631b732f02a1f52bd58dda67687e1871.1567608173244.1594913475553.1594949903026.19&__hssc=161696355.1.1594949903026&__hsfp=2448812667#_ga=2.136260849.1100174337.1594913474-1560095652.1567608172
https://macaulaylibrary.org/asset/404194/embed/640?__hstc=161696355.631b732f02a1f52bd58dda67687e1871.1567608173244.1594913475553.1594949903026.19&__hssc=161696355.1.1594949903026&__hsfp=2448812667#_ga=2.136260849.1100174337.1594913474-1560095652.1567608172
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6eJYnkrQM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LfMsUuU9KtQ
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- Chickadees hatch from eggs, along with all other birds.  

   Chickadee nest and eggs 

 

Migration of Birds 

Poem: Wild Geese by Sandra Liatsos 

When I watch  
Their flock in flight 
And when I hear their cries 
I wonder how  
They always know 
Their way through 
Distant skies. 

 

Books About Migration to Read and Discuss 

How Do Birds Find Their Way? (Let’s-Read-and-Find-Out Science 2  

The Peregrine’s Journey: A Story of Migration 

 

Lesson About Migration 

- Migrate means to move from one place (region/habitat) to a new place, depending on the season. 

- “Can you think of any animals that migrate during the winter?” Some birds migrate because of food 
and nesting locations. 

- Here are two videos that explain migration: 

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/006445150X/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=006445150X&linkCode=as2&tag=growitsciblo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/097775393X/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=097775393X&linkCode=as2&tag=growitsciblo-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/097775393X/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=097775393X&linkCode=as2&tag=growitsciblo-20
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 https://wnmu.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/idptv11.sci.life.reg.d4kbrd/bird-migration/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwIT9pv4khw 

 

 

Habitats 

Books About Habitats to Read and Discuss 

Life in a Pond (Pebble Plus: Living in a Biome) by Carol K. Lindeen (Capstone Press, 2003) ISBN 

0736834028 

Life in a Wetland (Living in a Biome) by Carol K. Lindeen (Capstone Press, 2006) ISBN 0736834052 

About Habitats: Grasslands by Cathryn Sill 

About habitats: Seashore by Cathryn Sill 

Over and Under the Pond by Kate Messner 

Beneath the Sun by Melissa Stewart 

About Habitats: Polar Regions  

At This Very Moment by Jim Arnosky 

Who Eats What?: Food Chains and Food Webs by Patricia Lauber 

 

● Lesson 1: Who Needs Habitat? 
https://www.michigan.gov/dnr/0,4570,7-350-79135_79220_81142---,00.html 

- Reference your binder to find this lesson on habitat. Students will understand that food, water, 
shelter, and space in a suitable arrangement make up a habitat. They will learn about their own 
habitat and the habitat of wildlife and animals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://wnmu.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/idptv11.sci.life.reg.d4kbrd/bird-migration/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwIT9pv4khw
http://www.nsta.org/recommends/ViewProduct.aspx?ProductID=21039
http://www.amazon.com/Beneath-Sun-Melissa-Stewart/dp/1561457337/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1415039994&sr=1-1&keywords=Beneath+the+Sun
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1561458325?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creativeASIN=1561458325&linkCode=xm2&tag=natiscieteaca-20
http://www.nsta.org/recommends/ViewProduct.aspx?ProductID=21036
https://www.michigan.gov/dnr/0,4570,7-350-79135_79220_81142---,00.html
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III.  Earth Sciences 

 

WEATHER 

Poems: The Wind by Robert Louis Stevenson (page 57, Diocese of Marquette Anthology of Poetry and Prose, 
Volume 1)   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKNN4ueoHUo  

Good Morning, Merry Sunshine (page 7, Diocese of Marquette Anthology of Poetry and Prose, Volume 1) 
 

Unit objective: The Student knows that short-term weather conditions (e.g., temperature, rain, snow) can 
change daily, and weather patterns change over the seasons.  

Books About Weather to Read and Discuss 

Read aloud a few books about weather and discuss what children already know about weather. 

Next Time You See a Cloud by Emily Morgan 

Four Seasons Make a Year, by Anne Rockwell and pictures by Megan Halsey ISBN 0802788831 

The Reasons for Seasons, by Gail Gibbons ISBN 0590907352 

Seasons (I Know That!), by Claire Llewellyn ISBN 1597710176 

The Seasons of Arnold’s Apple Tree, by Gail Gibbons ISBN 0152712453 

Weather Forecasting, by Gail Gibbons ISBN 0689716834 

Weather (I Know That!), by Claire Llewellyn ISBN 1597710206 

Weather in the City, by George Wong ISBN 0792289463 

Weather Words and What They Mean, by Gail Gibbons ISBN 082340952X 

Weather: Rain or Shine (Science Starters), by Jim Pipe ISBN 1596041301 

What Will the Weather Be?, by Linda DeWitt ISBN 0064451135 

What’s the Weather Today?, by Allan Fowler ISBN 0516449184 

The Cloud Book, by Tomie de Paola ISBN 0823405311 

 

Weather Activity 

You will need a thermometer. 

Also, make a simple rain gauge and wind vane: 

Wind vane - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnZ5LYI19Vo  Make one for the class. Students could 
also make one for home and take readings there as well. 

Rain gauge - https://www.theecologycenter.org/build-a-rain-gauge/  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKNN4ueoHUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnZ5LYI19Vo
https://www.theecologycenter.org/build-a-rain-gauge/
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or https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLmVaiSEF9w 

Students will collect weather data over a month's time. This data may be a combination of qualitative 

(observations) and quantitative (numerical values). The data will be collected at the same time each day.  

Read a book like Clouds (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Science 1) by Anne Rockwell 

 

Clouds 

Clouds take many different forms. There are three main groups of clouds: cumulus, stratus, and cirrus. They 
can be remembered by the descriptions given to them. 

- Cumulus clouds are heaped and puffy. They have also been described as looking like cotton balls and/or 
cauliflower. 

- Stratus clouds are long and stretch themselves across the sky in lengthy, horizontal layers.  

- Cirrus clouds are seen high in the sky and are very thin. 

- Some clouds are a mixture of these three basic kinds. 

 

NASA Cloud Chart 

Here is a basic cloud chart from NASA and an activity to learn more about how clouds are formed. Start with 
the three main forms of clouds on the chart: cirrus, stratus, and cumulus. Each of the basic cloud forms has a 
different shape from the others and forms either lower or higher in the sky. Look at the chart to see. Notice 
there are more cloud names on the chart but don’t try and learn these. Go outside and see if the clouds for the 
day fit into one of the main types of cloud shapes above. Then guess whether these clouds look lower or higher 
in the sky. This is all you will do when making cloud observations for the activity below.  

https://www.nasa.gov/pdf/312992main_CombinedCloud2.pdf 

 

Chart the Weather 

Spend a month collecting the data by taking the temperature outside and describing the clouds using one of 
the three main groups of clouds above each day. Include the direction of the wind if you are able to.  

On a calendar, you can do this visually by recording the temperature (a color to describe the day, i.e. red for 
clear and warm, blue for clear and cold, light gray for cloudy and dark gray for rainy), and if you are recording 
the wind an arrow to indicate which direction the wind is coming from.  

At the end of the month questions might include: 

How many days were pleasant and warm? 

How many days were pleasant and cold? 

How many cloudy days? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLmVaiSEF9w
https://www.nasa.gov/pdf/312992main_CombinedCloud2.pdf
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How many rainy days? 

On average was ______ month cold or warm or a mixture? Cloudy or clear? Rainy or not? 

How many days had winds from the North? South? East? West? No wind? 

Can you determine any relationship between the condition of the weather and the direction of the 
wind? 

In general, a south wind accompanies what kind of weather? 

What was the wind we observed most often for the month? 

On average was this a pleasant or unpleasant month? 

If possible, do this for a few months throughout the year and make comparisons. 

 

Soil 

The composition of soil, pebbles and rocks, sand and silt, organic matter 

Background for the teacher  

Soil is composed of minerals and organic matter. Sand, silt, and clay are the mineral particles derived from rock 
broken down over thousands of years by climatic and environmental conditions (rain, glaciers, wind, rivers, 
animals, etc). The largest, coarsest mineral particles are sand. These particles feel gritty in your fingers. Silt 
particles feel similar to flour. Clay particles are extremely fine and feel sticky in your fingers when wet, and 
clump to the point that you can’t see an individual particle without a microscope. The proportion of these three 
minerals in a soil determine its texture or the way it feels. Organic matter is the decayed remains of once-living 
plants and animals. Good plant growth and development depends on the mineral and nutrient content of soil, 
as well as its structure. 

 

Books About Soil to Read and Discuss 

The Street Beneath My Feet by Charlotte Guillain  

Dirt: The Scoop on Soil (Amazing Science) by Natalie Myra Rosinsky 

Jump into science : Dirt by Steve Tomecek 

Soil Basics by Mari Schuh 

See The Growing Classroom (Jaffe and Appel) for good soil activities (see pages 79-94). 

Watch this NASA video to introduce soil: 

https://nasaeclips.arc.nasa.gov/video/ourworld/our-world-what-is-soil 

 

 

 

https://nasaeclips.arc.nasa.gov/video/ourworld/our-world-what-is-soil
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Activity: What made my lunch? Dirt made my lunch. 

Introduction 

1. “I was just looking at the lunch menu today. MMMmmmm, it looks good:  ________, __________ and 

________!” 

“Do you know who made your lunch today?” Call on students to share their ideas. Answer “Nope” to all of 
them -- try to get them working towards it -- they will usually guess up to farmer or gardener. 

2. “I’ll tell you because you’ll never guess: DIRT made your lunch!!” (Students chime in with a chorus of 
delighted “Ewwww!”) 

“That sounds so crazy, right? How could dirt make your lunch? Hmmm…” → think pair share. 

3. That’s right, dirt made your lunch because all our food comes from plants that grow in the dirt. 

4. (Optional: Explain that “dirt” is not usually what we mean, that the proper word is “soil.” Soil means the dirt 
plus all the things living in it, like little bugs, and the water, and everything else. We usually don’t think about 
these things. Scientists say “soil.”) 

Lesson Activity (15 min) 

1. Draw a lunch item on the board. If possible, use the actual menu from that day; otherwise, 

cheeseburgers work great. Have students turn journals sideways, like laptops, and copy the drawing. 

2. Explain that we are going to trace each part of the lunch backwards (walk backwards) from the tray all the 
way to the dirt. 

3. Write each successive item across the page with arrows pointing LEFT. Circle “DIRT” when you get to it. 

-Example: cheese ← milk ← cow ← corn/grass/hay ← DIRT! 

-Complete the rest of the items together as a class (students are copying) 

4. Pass out lyrics or show them to the class and teach the song: 

Dirt made my lunch.  

Dirt made my lunch.  

Thank you dirt  

Thanks a bunch  

For my salad, my sandwich, my milk, and my munch  

‘Cause, dirt, you made my lunch 

https://farmtoschooltogo.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/dirt-made-my-lunch-song-lyrics.pdf 

Listen and learn the song, Dirt made my lunch (3:31 seconds):  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=MwgP2gCzSC4&feature=emb_title 

 

https://farmtoschooltogo.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/dirt-made-my-lunch-song-lyrics.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=MwgP2gCzSC4&feature=emb_title
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Wrap up (10 min) 

1. Have a class conversation about how dirt makes everything we eat, things we use, and things we wear. 
Students pose questions, like “how did dirt make my pencil/shirt/sneakers?” and the class works together to 
trace those items back to the dirt. 

 

Soil Mineral Components Activity 

You will need: 

 soil samples, water, a clear, plastic container, a ruler, laundry detergent, paper towels 

Laying the Groundwork: 

Ask students to bring in soil samples from home or collect samples from your schoolyard. Give them a chance 
to investigate the soil with plastic spoons and hand lenses.  

Ask: What is soil? Can you identify different properties and components of the soil? What color is it? How does it 
smell? What does it feel like? Do all of our samples look identical? How are they the same? How are they 
different? 

Exploration: 

1.     Share information about the components of soil and how the amount of sand, silt and clay present 
affects growing conditions for plants. 

2.     Use the ribbon test to estimate the amount of each component in your soil samples. First, take a small 
clump of soil and add water until it makes a moist ball. 

3.     Rub the soil together between your fingers. If the soil makes a nice, long ribbon, then it has a lot of clay 
in it (thus sticks together well). If it crumbles in your hand, then it has a lot of sand. If it is somewhere in 
between, then you probably have a good mix (a soil with a good mix of all 3 components of sand, silt and 
clay is called a loam). 

4.     Ask students to estimate what percentage of each component they think is present. Explain that the 
ribbon test may not be exact, but scientists may use it in the field to create a general description of a soil 
since it is very easy to implement (all you need is a little water). 

Making Connections: 

Make a Mud Shake 

Follow up with a more concise texture test. Explore soil components by creating “mudshakes” and watching 
components settle out. To create a “mudshake:” 

1.     For each soil sample, have students fill a clear container about two-thirds full of water; then add 
enough soil to nearly fill the jar. You can also add a pinch of laundry detergent to help the soil components 
separate well. Shake the jar vigorously; then observe the jar over the next couple of days as the particles 
settle into layers. The larger particles, sand, are heaviest and will settle at the bottom, followed by silt, with 
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the last full layer being clay. The clay may stay suspended and cloud the water for a long time. Organic 
matter will float on or just below the water surface. 

2.     Once the jar has settled, compare the results to your ribbon test. Measure the height of each layer and 
then translate that into percentages for each component (height of each component divided by height of 
the sample). How accurate were your estimations from the ribbon test? 

 


